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Here is the news...
What’s going on in the technology world
A news view from all points of the compass

E

Signal to Noise
A selection of your views andlor grievances

A Fractal Future for
Digital Imaging
Dramatic changes have taken place instoring images on the computer.

'

Alan McKeon, Managing Director of Iterated Systems explores this

latest technology

The Audiophile Pre-amp
Despite the rapid expansion in CD technology, there 15 still
a place for playing your prized LP collection. Very often. discerning
listeners require the best that technology can provide. Mike Meechan'
has produced a design we hope is suitable for the audio palette

Experiments
in the LASER Zone
The solid state LASER has remained within the commercial world until
now. Here is the ﬁrst of a series constructional

experiments to break new ground in home
construction

Anti Howler
Just how many public places do you
go to where the PA system decides to form its
own method of ear splitting entertainment by
screeching at you. To help stamp out this
cacophony. Andrew Armstrong provides the very circuit

Life in t h e s-Gen waves
Here’s a piece of test equipment that nobody should do ‘
without. David Silvester provides a guided tour around building this
sine wave generator

The Crossover
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Conundrum
Peter Roberts discusses ways to get the best out of your speakers

What is a SMARTBook‘.’
Bob Garrioch from Frax Ltd. introduces us into the
world of electronic authoring

The Telescope
Convert your TV screen into an osciloscope.Another good

idea from Paul Stenm'ng

.

.

The place where inovative ideas turn into-great inventions

Technoshop
Find out the latest offers, exchanges and requirements in
the pursuit of design excellence

Future View
Each month a celebrated scientist gives his views and
predictions regarding our future
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A new application using BT‘s ISDN
newtork has been launched and is set to
change the way we shop. Applied
Interactive Marketing, a multi media
agency has developed a touch screen
sales tool. It also includes a marketing
research to give retailers and
manufacturers a competitive business

'

d inlthis magazine the
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A car manufacturer for example
could combine everything that currently
exists in a range of brochures into a
single multimedia sound and vision
system. The temtinal provides still
images. video, voice and text all from a

central database. Dealers around the
country would then access the database
via an ISDN telephone line. One chiefadvantagc over printed material and
brochures is that prices and product
information can be instantly updated on
screen.
Touch screens provide a quicker
route to customer requirements. In the
car example, the customer can build up
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an image on screen of all the optional
extras they would like to have including
their favorite colour, trim. wheels and

dashboard.
Research has shown that the
interactive element of pictures and
sound has resulted in a doubling of the

amount of information retained by the

friendly as floppydisks, MD DATA will

customer during sales drives.
The application is also considered
ideal for shopping malls and airport

also provide several special features

terminals. From these points, names and

color images on one MD DATA disc;

addresses of interested parties can be
‘phoned through to the nearest dealers

It will also be capable of a data
transfer rate of lSOkB per second,
enabling CD full motion video to run.
A new ﬁling system has been
developed as part of the MD DATA
standard to provide compatibility
between computers based on different

automatically.

Not only does the terminal provide
help in determining which product the
customer should buy but it also provides
highly accurate market research
information. The system also calculates
its own success rate at creating sales
through an interactive approach. It also

, quantiﬁes the lost sales providing data

including, a small portable size, 140MB

memory. capacity 2,000 frames of still

operating systems (08).

Computers using different CPUs
and/or 035 employ ﬁle systems unique

to their standard. These ﬁle systems

on what the customer really wanted. The

determine file structure and the manner

multimedia agency is also testing the
system in areas of fashion, home
furnishing and domestic appliances.

in which data is written onto_the disk.
As a result, it is difﬁcult to'interchange

f:

floppydisks between computers of
different platforms.
The MD DATA’s ﬁle system should

MINIDISO
DATA
STANDARDS
FOR DATA
STORAGE
Sony has developed standards for
MD DATA, the new high capacity data
storage medium for personal computers.

The computer industry has a growing
need to store large amounts of data on a

recordable medium and this standard is
based on speciﬁcations recently
established for the MiniDisc personal
audio system, which Sony introduced in
November I992. Sony proposes to offer
the new MD DATA standard to
computer and other manufacturers to
generate industry support.
Floppydisks have been very popular

for everyday data storage because of
their low cost and compact size.

However, the need to add graphic and
audio information to documents created
on a PC led to the demand for a
removable data storage medium capable
of handling larger amounts of data.
While magneto optical (M0) discs are

currently being used to meet these needs
for workstations, Sony believes that

factors, such as system size cost and '
ease—of—use will make MD DATA
products widely accepted by consumers
wanting portable computing
applications.
Sony want to turn MD DATA into

the next generation in data storage
technology. They hope that MiniDisks
will also be cost-effective and user-

overcome this problem. Once the
software is installed onto the computer.
information written onto MD DATA
' discs can be retrieved and modiﬁed
regardless of differences in the CPU
and/or OS of the computers being used.

NO
ORDINARY
BATTERY
CHARGER
Innovations is now marketing a
, device to extend the life of your
ordinary batteries by IO fold. Called the
Battery Manager, the product has been
developed by the innovations Design,
Engineering and Development Team.
Together with the inventor, they have
invested six years to finding a solution
“ to the unnecessary waste of ordinary
general purpose batteries. Nearly 12

billion disposable batteries are
purchased worldwide each year and'by'
marketing this product, the company
hopes to reduce this ‘battery mountain’.
The Battery Manager is said to
. extend the life and actually revitalise
dry cell disposable batteries safely,
restoring them to full voltage. The MKl
Battery Manager is for A A A and AA

battery sizes only. and the MKZ is the
universal model for the most commonly
used domestic battery sizes: AAA, AA,

C, and D.
Battery Manager’s recharging
system is said to have passed rigorous
testing from two independent testing
laboratories and will recharge Zinc
Chloride and Alkaline primary cells as
well as the Ni-Cad rechargeable
batteries). The recharging time can be as
low as 8 to 12 hours depending on the

battery size and type and it is said most

batteries can be recycled at least 20
times, but each time there is a
diminished recharge cycle.

The charging of non-rechargeables
has not been welcolmed by the battery

manufaturers. They say there is a danger
that the batteries coald explode. The
Battery Manager is said to overcome
this problem by using an intelligent
monitoring system to control the
charging cycle with it automatically
cutting off when maximum capacity is

achieved or if it is unsuitable for
recharging. A patent to cover the
Innovations technology has been
applied for.
Battery Manager MKl retails at

£29.95 and the MK2 at £39 .95. Both
are supplied complete with a BS
approved mains chargerfadapter plug.
Battery Manager is available from:

Innovations International Ltd
Tel:081 878 911 1
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Leading industrialist, Sir John
Harvey-Jones has challenged senior
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businessmen attending the first
Electronic Business Exchange
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conference as to why Electronic
Trading, with all its potential, had been
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adopted by no more than 10,000 British
companies.

.

Opening the conference, Sir John
said: “My conviction has increased that

recoding“

simulatiut

in Electronic Trading we have a massive
and beneﬁcial instrument for change.

Why have we taken up the idea so
slowly? Why have we so frequently just

gone for the perceived administrative
savings instead of using it as a total key
to business transformation? Why are we
so loath to use technological

opportunities like Electronic Trading
when it pays for itself anyway just in
the paperwork savings without the
additional business advantages?”
He went on: “I have been amazed at
how slowly Electronic Trading has
spread. It’s a n area where, in Britain,
we are actually ahead of the

competition. Yet, against the potential
of both the numbers of firms and the
uses that could be made of Electronic

Trading, we are barely scratching the
surface. We may think that being ﬁrst in
Europe is good enough, but there are

1 1/2 million companies in this country.
The responsibility for national revival
rests squarely on business particularly
small and medium sized business.
Electronic Trading respresents such a

big wasted opportunity; both as
individuals and as a country, we need it
taken up.”
Throughout the two day conference,

lCL Chairman & Chief Executive.
Peter Bonfield, claimed: “Automating
our purchasing, which involves £800
million per year in products and

services, has reduced our administration
costs by about 70%. We’ve reduced our
inventory by certainly £100 million over

2-3 years, so a big impact in terms of
the balance sheet and on customer

Sir lo ' 5 ‘call to action’ was answered
in no uncertain terms. Senior
executives from across UK industry and
commerce - including electronics,
entertainment, financial services,

response time. For instance, the
delivery time for PCs has been reduced

manufacturing, publishing, retail and

hours maximum.

government - described the ways in
which their businesses were already
being transformed by the strategic

10th June at the Heathrow Penta.

application of Information Technology
and Electronic Trading.

from four weeks a couple of years ago.
importing a lot from the Far East; now
we can do it in under 24 hours — 48
The conference took place on 9th &

A hugely varying diet of Science

and Technology was presented at The
British Association For the
Advancement of Science conference
held at Keel University at the begining
of September. Many parallel talks were
running at any one time to give a wide
choice for the delegates.

Neural Networks
There are those that believe computers
will never become intelligent and there
are others that there is serious research
to be done on at least attaining semi
intelligence.
In this quickly growing
areaProfessor Kevin Warwick
(University of Reading) suggested that
by the end of the century, the Japanese
hoped to have to have made a neural
network having the intelligence of a cat.
He said, there are already artificially
intelligent circuits installed on some
manufacturing production lines to
recognise shapes, colours and outlines
of a commercial product. They have the
ability to recognise a faulty product or
one that does not look correct within 1/
50 of a second. This is much faster and
more reliable than any human could

achieve.
He also said BT has been working on
recognising individual parts of the
human face from photographs. Although
a high success rate had been acheived
with identifying an eye on a face, the
circuits were not so intelligent when the

the surface of the earth (assumed
smooth) would he 6"!

replaced by a cone of silicon, the radius
of its tip being in nanometers. When a
small voltage is applied to the anode,

Space a Habitable
problem

electrons are drawn out from this tip by

Professor Heinz Wolff (Brunel

Field emission.
He also outlined the exciting area of

University) suggsted we might be
doomed as a nation if we as a nation did

Light emitting Silicon. This only
appears to happen on a very small scale

not have a sizeable project to tackle and

of size in the nanometer region. So far

achieve. He said history has shown

this has only been acheived in an
uncontrolled way using porous Silicon,

there has always been huge projects
from building the pyramids to getting a
man on the Moon to ‘galvanise a
nation’. This new project he suggested
might be in manned space exploration
and he outlined some everyday

problems of living in microgravity

only 2nm in diameter using electron
beam lithography. The importance of
this work can not be understated as it
could lead to much faster optical

space. Great emphasis has been placed

computers.

on recycling as much as possible
including air to breath and water to
drink. Professor Wolff highlighted a

design for removing the water content
from a new supply of air for the
astronauts. A cylindrical ﬁne wire mesh
would condense the water in the air like
the action of water on a ﬁne wire seive.
The water would be drawn away by a
lower gas pressure within the tube.
The Soviet Union had encountered

problems when dealing with water that
had left its container. It became a
difﬁcult challenge to retrieve a large
sphere of water ﬂoating in space and

there was a danger of it breaking up into
many smaller spheres. The solution in
the end was to drink it with straws — A
Human Solution.

Nanotechnology
Professor Colin Humphreys (Cambridge
University) highlighted many promising

females!

areas of this recent technology. It seems
that valves will make a come-back but

Making sense of the world

this time in a very different form to the
normal type, those of the ‘nano’ variety.

same task was performed on pictures of

Professor Lewis Wolpert from
University College, London argued that
science is against common sense. He did
make two exceptions to this, those of

Ohms Law and Hookes Law, the man
who investigated the science of

but a new method has been discovered
at Cambridge to make Silicon columns

MICROCHIP
PROVIDES
ELECTRONIC
FINGERPRINTS
IntaTag, an encapsulated 96-bit

microprocessor about the size of a grain
of rice can provide electronic

ﬁngerprinting. It is also tiny enough to
be hidden in a small circuit board or
within a component on the board. The
tagging gives the item permanent

identification and is impossible to erase.
Each chip is programmed with its
own recognition code as unique as an
individual’s ﬁngerprint, the code being
registered on a secure data base. The 12
digit code is read by a hand-held

It has been known for some time that

scanner for identiﬁcation purposes.
IntaTag has a number of uses
including irrefutably identifying
recovered stolen goods, in-house

transistors will not stand high
temperatures or radiation levels such as

security and inventory control..
IntaTag costs £14.95 (inc. VAT).

in spaceﬂight. Solid state nanovalves
are being developed to overcome these
difﬁculties. A heated cathode is

Further information from
DH Associates
Tel:0424 426187

stretching things. He further went on to
separate Science and Technology by

A NANO-VALVE STRUCTURE

suggesting Technology is based on
recipes, as in cookery and in carrying
out a procedure, nothing has to be
understood. A prime example of
technology without understanding is us,

:3.“
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the human species, he said.

One example he outlined that deﬁed
common sense was in the imaginary act
of tying a piece of string tightly around
the circumference of the earth. If an
extra 36" of string were to be introduced

DIELECTRIC
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into the loop and spread equally around

the globe. the height of the string above
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ELECTRONICS in ACTION

SCIENCE FOR
LIFE

A Selection of your views and thoughts
Victims of our own

schools. it is a most unfortunate fact that

SUCCESS

a very large proportion of science
teachers actually graduated with non-

NOIIDV “I SOINOELDEI'IEI

Congratulations on the launch

of a new and innovative magazine!
The birth of Electronics in Action is
particularly timely as we, yet again,
cycle through the boring annual ritual of
events, concerning the release of the Alevel results. Then comes the scramble
for Universitylcollege places and ﬁnally
the cry of complete surprise from
government educationalists that so few
students have a desire to study scientiﬁc
subjects and thence pursue a
corresponding career.

If you listen carefully, however you
may just catch a dissident voice or two

before the cycle ﬁzzles out for yet
another year. I refer to statements from

academics that the reason for the low
uptake of science places in higher
education is due, in no small part to the

background of science teachers in

11 order to build some of the
.
. .
.
creations appearing in this

magazine, you may wish to

a small, passionless subset of science
deﬁned by the National Curriculum. No
joy or enthusiasm can be imparted to

scientiﬁc degrees. Science graduates are

students by teachers whose heart lies in

highly employable outside the teaching
profession and. on the whole, choose a
career which commands a higher salary

the social policies of Botswana; only
cold, emotionless facts.
‘Electronics in Action’, however,
doesn’t just relate science; it enthuses it
to the reader. Reading it should remind
us that project building is fun and
inventing is not just the privilege of

and better conditions of service than the

teaching profession is apparently
considered worthy of. On the other
hand, what do you do with a degree in
Guadalupan Social History? We are,in
a sense victims of our own success.
Teachers, on the whole, are an
extremely professional body and, when
our graduate of Mongolian Cultural
Studies is asked to teach class 5C
Nuclear Radiation,the course will
invariably be considered a success

multi-national companies is in fact,
within the capabilities of each and every
one of us, as individuals. This is real
science!
I wish you every success for the future.
Colin White MSc, Senior Lecturer
University of Portsmouth

purely on the basis of the standard of Alevel results attained. The problem is
that the students are not actually being
taught science, per se. They are learning

Please send any

correspondence to:
The Editor. Electronics in Action
P O Box 600. Berkhamsted

Hens HPd 1NL
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Our clowns eye has been enlarged
conventionally and tractally, note the
plxelatlon that occurs In the
conventional method

Digital images promise
to revolutionise our
world, and swamp our

networks with large
amounts of data.

Fractals appear to offer
a means to make digital
images manageable by

compressing them to a
fraction of their original
size. Alan McKeon
reports on this fast

growing newarea

mages are all pervasive, they are the
means by which we quickly
orientate ourselves. As technology
changes digital images are promising >
much to enrich our world: up to 500
television channels on a single cable;
information on demand such as holiday

previews via dial-up services fed into
the home over telecommunication lines;
high deﬁnition TV offering television
with wide-screen cinematic quality.
Most of the images we see today
are analogue but just as the Compact
Disc with its digital sound quality has
usurped the humble analogue black '
vinyl disc, so digital images wili replace
analogue. The advantage of describing
an image as a series of pixels (picture
elements), each of which can be ascribed

one of up to 16.7 million colours, is that
the image can be accurately described
by a computer as a series of 1’s and 0's.
This binary image can then be
losslessly duplicated many times
without loss of ﬁdelity or quality. Being a binary description of an image
it can be edited and modiﬁed by a
computer creating breathtaking special
effects such as those seen in Speilberg’s
Jurassic Park. Digital images are
staging a revolution in consumer
electronics. from their inclusion in
video phone systems. to their use in
CD-ROM’s to extend the use of that 5'
silver platter to carry more that just 60
minutes of music. When combined
with CD—ROM’s, digital techniques
already enable the complete text of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica to be stored
on a single CD—ROM but digital power
comes to life when those words are
illustrated and enhanced by images.
Fast communications have made
information a commodity. We now
have multiple television channels, .
continuous news services. community

broadcasting channels, all competing for
our attention. But other media have

stepped up to the information age as
well. Newspapers are published in a

master version with local information,
such as sports results, added at regional
presses around the country. The
demands for our attention are getting
ever greater and increasingly we are

using images to convey a message and
to quickly understand that
communication. In the PC world the
ubiquitous rise of the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) with its windows, icons,
mice and pointers has shown how much

quicker and easier it is for people to'
understand and use graphical
information than to learn written
instructions.
Ease of handling, duplicating,
modifying and editing digital images is
the great appeal to those in the industry
but storing a digital image is no trivia]

task - that CD—ROM with 600Mb of
storage can store just 5 seconds of
uncompressed moving video at TV
quality. The challenge facing every
user of digital images is that the
infrastructure that we would want to use
to deliver those digital images was

designed for a different age. For
example the standard phone line can be
used to send digital information by
using a modem at rates of up to
19.2Kbitsfsec, that represents

2.4Kbyteslsec. A standard full screen
(Super VGA) resolution image is 800 by

600 pixels in size. To describe a
truecolour image takes 24-bits per pixel
since each pixel consists of 8-bits Red,
8-bits Green and 8-bits Blue which
gives a possible 16.7 million colour

combinations, enough to describe all the
colours the eye is capable of perceiving.

To store this as a digital image would
take 1,440,000 bytes (800x600x24/8)
and to transmit this over a standard
phone line will take 10 minutes. If we
go up to a higher resolution such as
XGA (1024x768) the problem increases.

that has been washed-over and the eye quickly connect-testes to see the
content of the image.

Restricted bandwidth is the limiting
factor and it is going to get worse rather
than better. New technologies are

more easily written as 3. 8 4’s, 9 2’s, 2

competing all the time for the fixed
bandwidth available. Wireless LAN’s,

5’5, thus reducing its size. These
techniques are contained within a
variety of lossless encoding routines and
can be found on PC’s in common
compression programs such as PKZIP
and LH’Arc. The great advantage of
being able to restore all of the data to its
original format has a price however, the
compression achieved is rarely more
than a 4:1 reduction on the original ﬁle.
Much higher compression ratios
can be achieved by taking advantage of
the inherent corrective capabilities of
the human visual system. We are used
to dealing with imperfect visual
information and lossy techniques
attempt to exploit this by reducing the
information contained within an image
without impairing our ability to
recognise and understand that image.
For still images there are two
predominant techniques, the Fractal
Transform and the Discrete Cosine

Cellular communications . Personal

Digital Assistants (PDA's) all demand
their own area of the spectrum to
operate in. The available spectrum for
electromagnetic transmission is being
stretched slightly by sophisticated
electronics but not fast enough to
accommodate the increasing demands
for ever larger bandwidths.

Dlgital Image
Compresslon
The solution has to lie in reducing the
amount of data required to describe the
digital data being sent. There are two
basic approaches to digital image
compression. lossless and lossy. The
lossless approach seeks to reduce the

amount of information needed to
describe the image in such a way that it
can be restored at a later stage without
any data loss whatsoever. For example
if an image is described digitally as
34444444422222222255 it could be

Transform (DCT) embedded within the
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts

Group) standard.

The DCT works by breaking an
image up into 8x3 pixel blocks and then
reducing the information needed to
describe that block. It uses cosine
transforms to identify the higher
frequencies. and hence less noticeable.
elements of that block. At low
compression ratios, typically 10:1 up to
20:1, this is a very effective technique
but at higher compression ratios visible
error which translates into physiological
“noise” is evident. This takes two
forms. visible edges to the 8x8 blocks
and an echo phenomena around areas of
sharp contrast known as Gibbs

phenomena. These two factors limit the
effective compression ratios for DCT

based compression’s to up to 20:1
compression.
The other technique for image
compression is based on Fractal
mathematics. The Fractal Transform
was discovered by Dr Michael Barnsley,
a British mathematician in 1988 and
now forms the basis of an automatic
method for encoding bitmapped images
into fractal codes. The immediate

advantage of this approach lies in the
dramatic increases in compression ratios

entire image between them. For each

offered, typically 50:] with as much as
200:1 being achievable for high

Region’ is sought by applying affine
mapping. Shifting, scaling and rotating
the Range Regions to find the best
possible ﬁt over the Domain Blocks
eventually reveals a set of equations
which describe the image very

resolution images.
The motorbike picture shows the

effect of Fractal Transform compression
at high ratios, from an original image of
1,181Kb the image has been
compressed to a variety of sizes. As

Domain Block the best ﬁtting ‘Range

compactly.

in effect there are only two

real pieces of information, the Range

compression increases, the amount of

Region I Domain Block data and the list

information stored for the image is

of coefﬁcients of the affine mappings
derived from the Fractal Transform
process. Finally a lossless compression
algorithm is used to store the sets of

reduced. This means that more error is
introduced into the image but the fractal
artefacts are pleasing to the eye. At
extremes of compression a fractal image
looks like a water-colour that has been

equations describing the image and save

process repeated until these is little or
nothing to choose between the ﬁrst and
second image.

Identifying the fractal codes that
make up an image is a computationally
intensive task but the regeneration of
images is a simple, iterative process.
The actual compression process

involves describing a given image in
terms of sets of patterns instead of a
series of lines and dots. The Fractal
Transform is unique in that it deﬁnes
image content by describing the
relationships amongst the various
components of the image. By encoding

'
images into mathematical formulae
which have no effective resolution, they
can be decompressed to any resolution

washed over and the eye quickly
compensates to see the content of the

image. This pleasing characteristic is a
side effect of the low information
content of a fractal description of an
image.
The key characteristics of fractals,
(self similarity at different scales and

description of an inﬁnitely complex
image from a finite data set) are used by
Fractal Transform image compression.

Encarta, a 26 volume
encyclopaedia
contains over 7,000

full colour pictures
all compressed into
Fractal Image
Format

It works by searching a n image for

without introducing ‘blockiness’. By
using the process on any given image,
the fractal patterns can be ‘grown’, the

result being a final image at a variety of
resolutions; even higher than the

original. This capability, termed
‘Resolution Independence‘, is vital to
ensure that digital images can be

expanded to satisfy the needs of
tomorrow’s display and printing
devices, in essence they are ‘future

Microsoft E nr‘a rla
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Fractal geometry is not simply a n abstract
development. A coastline. if measured down to its
least lrregularity, would tend toward intlnlua length
just a s does the 'snowflake” curve. Mandelbrot has
shown that mountains. clouds. aggregates. galaxy
clusters. a n d other natural phenomena are similarly
fractal in nature. a n d fractal geometry’s application in
t h e sclences has become a rapidly expanding field. In
addition. t h e beauty of fractals has made t h e m a key
e l e m e n t in computer grephlcs.
Fractals have also been used to compress stlll a n d
video images o n computers. ln 1587. English—born
dls covered t h e
methe matlcian I

Fractal Transform '"‘ which automatically detects
fractal codes in real world images (digitized
photographs). The discovery spawned fractal image
compression, used in a variety of multimedia and
other image—based computer applications.

3;,
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proof’.
The fractal approach to
digital image handling
mirrors the way images are
handled in most publishing
situations. To set-up and
produce a newspaper that
includes images, requires
significant effort, both
ﬁnancial and technological,
whereas to buy a newspaper

is as simple as visiting the
local store and spending a
few pennies. When we
consider the way in which
images are delivered to us,
magazines, television,
cinema, electronic games, it
is apparent that they utilise
existing cost economics.
high performance from very
low cost delivery. Fractal
Transform compression
echoes this, with

computational effort being
expended on digitisation

fractal patterns, which are effectively a
set of equations that describe the image
as a function of itself. The process
works on a conventional bitmapped
image. The entire area is covered with a

set of non—overlapping rectangles called
‘Domain blocks'. A set of possible
‘Range Regions’ whose sides are twice
as long as those of the Domain Blocks

are defined and introduced. These can
be overlapping and may not cover the

this data as a Fractal Image Format

and compression of the image but

(FIF) ﬁle.
When decompression is required
the set of equations is run repeatedly.
After just a few iterations the initial

simple, low cost decompression and
display offering high performance
playback. For this reason, Fractal
Transform image compression is said to
be asymmetric.

image will appear. The process starts
from two equally sized images that can

be ﬁlled with any data. The affine maps
are applied first to one image and then

Encarta 26 Volumes on a

the results are applied to the second

Companies such as Microsoft have
recognised the advantages of Fractal

image. The images are swapped and the

Transform compression as it offers very
small ﬁle sizes for a given image
quality, fast decompression and display
and resolution independence. Encarta, a
26 volume encyclopaedia on a single
CD»ROM, was recently published by

Microsoft. It contains over 7,000 full
colour pictures all compressed into FIF
format which can be displayed quickly
under Windows without additional

can be immediately updated when

information changes and quickly
reduplicated. This makes them totally
recyclable and a cost effective means of
achieving full colour publishing.
Fractal Transform technology is
just emerging from an elegant idea to an
established and accepted tool for users

hardware decompression or display

of digital images. Future applications
currently under development will

cards. The combination of high

include the use of mobile data networks

high quality video across bandwidths
that had previously been restricted to
simply voice or audio.
The evolution and acceptance of
digital images will have dramatic impact
on the delivery of information. It is
now common to see colour photographs
illustrating news stories. As we can
absorb an image far more quickly than
reading text, images will be a vital part

of the current information explosion.
This poses some interesting

compression ratios, enabling those

to transmit a photographic image of a

questions for designers and companies

7,000 pictures to be stored in just

criminal from the police national
computer, to a terminal in a panda car
on the high street to assist in

delivering information services. How

lOOMb, together with fast
decompression and display, made FIF
the only-feasible choice for the project .
An increasing number of CD-ROM

NOIJDV u! SOINOHLDEI’IEI

disk. As these disks are reusable, they

publishers are choosing Fractal
Transform technology to provide
images on their CD’s without exceeding
their data budget.
In other areas, low—bandwidth and

simple decompression are being
harnessed to open u p new application
areas, placing images where only voice
or text was previously possible.

In telecommunications Fractal
Transform technology is opening up
new areas of consumer electronics. By
compressing images to as little as SKb
that same image which previously took
10 minutes to transmit over a phone
line, can now be sent in just 2 seconds.
Home shopping via a modern with a
colour TV can now be achieved using
the phone lines. This extension of the
previously impossible into the practical
has led to new applications for Fractal
Image compression appearing almost
every day.

identiﬁcation. Ultra-high compression
means that a person’s face can be

F ractally compressed
movies have just been
released aﬁering
overing over 100

minutes of footage on
a single CD ROM
compressed to 3Kb, enough to store it
and can)! it around on the next
generation of credit cards - smart cards.

should we tackle the new visual

information age? Do we need to build
new infrastructures, replace phone
systems, update television frequencies,
rip out underground ﬁbre optic cables in
order to accommodate the volume of
data created by digital images? Or
should we adapt the way in which we
handle digital data to make it ﬁt our
existing infrastructures?
Given the asymmetric nature of
digital image compression using Fractal

Transform technology, are there new
markets for electronic images that can
complement or even replace existing
markets? For example video rental on
demand ~ if you could phone into a

central rental point and download a
copy of the latest Schwarzeneger video
over the phone line to a small storage

Fractal Motion Video
Digital image compression is not limited
to still images, indeed, it is in the area of

moving video that we see the greatest
potential. Using Fractal Transform
compression, a movie can be

compressed so that a CD-ROM can

and playback device sitting under your
television, why would you want to drive
to a shop and discover that the latest
releases were all out on hire?

In the last decade we have seen low
cost, personal computers revolutionise
the established order in computing with
people running more powerful

Transform technology include

store u p to 2 hours of full motion video,
a dramatic improvement over the 5

SMARTbook, a publishing system that
makes a 100 page “ﬂoppy book”, each
page illustrated with a photographic
image. The entire book, its playback
software and the pages that make it up,
can be put on a single, 1.44Mh, ﬂoppy

seconds of uncompressed footage that is
otherwise possible. The ﬁrst Fractal
movies have just been released offering
over 100 minutes of footage on a single
CD—ROM which will playback in
software alone on standard PC’s. Again

computers on their desktop, than the
mainframe systems that were running
the company. In the next decade low
cost digital imaging will have a similar
effect on the way we receive, interpret
and understand the world around us.
Digital image compression has a key

the three key features of Fractal

part to play in enabling the applications

Transform technology; low bandwidth,
low cost playback and resolution

that will provide this and Fractal
Transform technology is at the heart of
digital image compression.

Other applications of Fractal

independence; combine to offer very
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Preamp
Mike Meechan produces
a hi-fi pre—amp for all
those LP lovers

"
'

arious approaches to designing a
low noise, low distortion pre-

amp have been tried in the past discrete transistor, IC, a hybrid of both.
series and shunt feedback etc. Each
type has its merits (and disadvantages,
too). Traditionally, transistor designs

around this approach.

Despite the feather—ruffling that it
may cause in some quarters. op-amps
offer the ideal solution to the problem.
Unlike a professional audio mixing
desk, say, where commercial cost
considerations preclude the use of state-

of-the-art devices in every circuit across

1'0
0

the console, a designer of a one-off
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are preferred by the ‘golden-eared’
fraternity of listeners and many
first class designs have centred

Egg

50”
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phono presamp can specify the very
ﬁnest devices. The individual cost of
these must be commensurate, with the
overall projected cost of the unit.
Up-to-date analogue devices can
now offer quite superb noise/distortion
speciﬁcations, quite unlike the 741

genre of op-amp upon which many
modern-day judgements of sonic
nastiness are still made. Transistors
within the [C will be perfectly matched.
The circuit designer can then
concentrate all of hislher energies on the

speciﬁc key frequencies. In Figure l ,

common usage. One is the RIAA,
Recording Industry Association of
America (or NAB) curve and the other

the three main frequencies of interest 50Hz, 500Hz and 2122Hz - are shown.
It is also traditional to show them as
time constants, since it is more accurate
- the frequencies are rounded whereas
the time constants are absolute values.

Norm) standard. although both are

confused so often as to be almost
synonymous. The DIN standard (used in
European countries), is sometimes
known erroneously as the “new RIAA"
standard. it is identical in all respects to
the RIAA curve but for the introduction
of a fourth, low frequency breakpoint.

Types of Feedback

The two types of feedback are - series
and shunt and it has been mentioned the
major features required of the overall
design were low noise, distortion and

125
1'0
2”
230

is the German DIN (Deutsche lndustrie

10
50
03
so

but'initially, we’ll look at both as two
separate entities.

1G
20
25

of each which are inextricably linked.

315

Equalisation
There are two forms of equalisation in

which equalisation accuracy and other
factors determining the overall noise
performance and long-term stability of
the design depend.
Critical elements of the design are
good noise performance and a
frequency response which adheres
strictly to the RIAA equalisation curve.
As we shall see, there are some aspects

A
m

(2021-12) and was introduced on the

playback side to improve signal-to—noise
ratio and stability of the system at
extreme low frequencies. This singlepole filter, when coupled to the response
created by the 3180us time constant,
gives a 6dB/octave roll-off to
frequencies below 20Hz or so. Other
problems in this area of the audio
spectrum can be caused by bad
pressings which in turn generate
subsonic “warp" frequencies.
Figure 1 shows a gain versus
frequency plot of the RIAA curve
(record and playback), and Figure 2
shows, in tabulated form, the gain at

associated passive networks, upon

£66133801.30

This has a time constant of 7960us

accurate adherence to the RIAA curve.
_
Unfortunately, both series and shunt
feedback cause problems in one or other
of these areas and neither can satisfy
both requirements simultaneously - it is .
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difﬁcult to get really low noise
performance with a series arrangement
and difﬁcult also to get accurate
amplitude response with shunt-applied
feedback. We’ll look at each type in
turn to discover why this is so.

Series Feedback
Refer to Figure which shows a typical
series feedback arrangement. It is
known sometimes as the “non-

inverting" type, for obvious reasons.
The network based around R1, 2 and
C l . 2 is representative of those found in
commercial designs, but other
topologies give equivalent results and
can be used to replace it. R3 is typically
kept below 1K in value, so that it is not
contributing further noise in addition to
that already caused by the ﬁnite
impedance of the cartridge itself. which
is typically in the region of 500R to 1K.
Rs is a shunting resistor and
provides damping for moving-magnet
type cartridges, and Cs provides a

shunting capacitance which should be
equal to the combined total of cartridge
capacitance (as speciﬁed by the
cartridge manufacturer) and connecting

cable capacitance. This shunt

capacitance is more critical in value
than many users/engineers give credit,
since it resonates with the inductance of
the cartridge (typically in the order of
H), at or near the audible frequency
ceiling. and so determines the upperfrequency response of the transducer.
Recommended load capacitances for
various cartridges are speciﬁed by the
manufacturer. Figure shows the effect of
wrong values of capacitance ﬁtted to the
circuit input.

I

The non-inverting conﬁguration of
the ampliﬁer means that gain can never

fall below unity. This means an error in
the amplitude response. 'since the RIAA
curve dictates that gain should roll-off
smoothly to zero at a rate of 6dB/octave
above the 2122Hz pole. A third pole (at
the unity gain frequency) is now
introduced.
Gain at frequencies where there
should be none can cause distortion in
any following stages, since frequencies
which should have been attenuated can
now freely be ampliﬁed. Pre-ampliﬁers
intended for use solely with moving
magnets suffer less in this respect, since
the combination of the inductance of the
cartridgelshunt resistance of the

ampliﬁer rolls off the response very

quickly above 20KHz or so.
It can be a problem, however, with

moving coil cartridges. These types
possess very low inductance (in
comparison with moving magnet types)
and so are able to produce signiﬁcant
output at frequencies up to, perhaps.
150KHz. Although such ultrasonic
signals cannot be heard (except by
batsl), they must be considered in any
design since they can cause slew rate
limiting of an ampliﬁer. This. in turn,
can cause all manner of distortion transient, intermodulation, slew-induced
- to in-band audio signals.
Another possible failing of the
series feedback arrangement is in the
way in which input stage non-linearities
can cause distortion. This comes about
because of the way that the impedance
of the cartridge interacts with the
. ampliﬁer, modulating the input
impedance of it. The feedback loop, of
course, cannot correct for this. The high
common-mode rejection qualities of
modern op-amps means that this is a
problem more readily associated with
discrete two or three transistor types

since these, typically, have poor
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performance in this respect. What
happens with these simple types
(common in commercial pre-amplifiers
of some years ago) is that the input

impedance is modulated by the absolute
_ value of signal input voltage. Since the
ampliﬁer input is affected by input
impedance if the source impedance is
high, distortion increases as source
impedance increases.
The input impedance of a bipolar

cartridge. This means

arrangement of feedback is deﬁnitely

that HF is rolled off
because of the way that

the path to pursue in any design. A
typical shunt conﬁguration is shown in

gain in a bipolar

Figure 6. Apart from the obvious

transistor diminishes
with increasing
frequency.
Feedback is
normally held to be an
all-encompassmg
panacea. Unfortunately,
in the scenario just
described, it can be
somewhat ineffective.

disadvantages of the overall inverting
reSponse - it is widely accepted that it is
better to maintain the absolute phase of
the signal — the shunt-type seems to
present itself as an ideal solution to the
problem. The Circuit accurately follows
the standard RIAA curve, since absolute
gain can be made to be less than unity ie
asymptoting to zero at some high
frequency. This means lower distortion
(no unwanted out-ofnband products
present to cause slew rate limiting and

This is because the phase response of

some feedback loops can be affected by
the complex impedances which
comprise the cartridge and connecting
cables. It is obviously amplitude and
frequency dependent, and manifests
itself as frequency response variations.
or instability in extreme cases. Worst of
all, it might only occur with particular

cartridge/cable combinations.

subsequent transient intermodulation

distortions) although this is not
necessarily the case, arid is as much to
do with the designer’s skill and choice

of components and devices.
.
The fact that the input is virtuallyearthed (therefore no voltage swing)
means also that distortion is lower in
those cases where the ampliﬁer has poor

transistor, even with a very small

Shunt Feedback.

common—mode performance. It is for

emitter current, is insufﬁcient to

All of the aforementioned problems
might suggest that the shunt

this reason that THD figures are
typically better for inverting

maintain a constant impedance for a

ones (though intuitively, one might
think this a little strange).
As with everything in life, there

has to be some compromise. The shunt
’ feedback arrangement is no different,
and the compromise assumes the guise
of inferior noise performance. The 47K

load impedance necessary for the
cartridge now appears in series with the
ampliﬁer input. The noise from the
resistor, assuming a 20KHz bandwidth,
and a 290K temperature, can be
calculated as follows:-

ehe4KTBr
_‘=4x290x20x10'x47 x10'

the 75us one and the 2R4, 56k and 2u2
capacitor provide the fourth (at LSHz,
in this example). In accordance with the
DIN speciﬁcation (or lEC
recommendation shown in Publication

98, Amendment No 4) it should he at
20.2Hz. or 7960us.
A second advantage inherent to the

two ampliﬁer approach is in realising
lower distortion ﬁgures. This is the case
because each ampliﬁer is operating at
much lower gain than with the single
ampliﬁer approach, and also, since
neither ampliﬁer is required to drive
capacitive feedback networks with the
full preampliﬁer output voltage,
distortion can be reduced to an even

1IK
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performance.

Components used in the
equalisation network are necessarily 1%
tolerance or better. The only capacitors
of this tolerance are polypropylene,
polystyrene or mica types. Apart from
the tolerance aspect, other

characteristics of this family of
capacitors make them particularly

suitable for high quality audio design
work. Fine inspection of the circuit
diagram (and component overlay) might
suggest that the use of smaller

capacitances within the design would
have made for a correspondingly

smaller, more compact design, since
polystyrene capacitors larger than say,

lower level.

;—.4pV

and excellent noise and distortion

.
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Such a high impedance in series
with the input also results in an increase

in noise from a further source. This
time, it is caused by an increase in noise

current. This situation is worsened when
the impedance increases (as the moving
magnet resonates). Typically, the series
arrangement achieves a noise

performance some 13 to 18dB better
than the shunt arrangement, with the

absolute value dependent upon source
impedance and the inherent noise
current of the op—amp in use.
A further development which

exploits the best aspects of both types is
the arrangement shown in Figure 4c.
The first ampliﬁer (non-inverting, of
course, and so possessing superlative

noise performance) provides the 3180us
and 318us de-emphasis time constants.
The passive network formed from the
2K4 resistor and the 33n capacitor form

1541'?4

Our Design
The design featured here uses the better
aspects of both approaches. Input is via
one quarter of a quad op-amp package.
Although loop stability problems can
plague designs where stages are added,
careful design eliminates them.
Avoidance of a problem such as loop
instability is of prime importance in a
phone preampliﬁer, where "10%
feedback at high frequencies is
necessary. The circuit features a two
stage design, with gain and equalisation
split between the two stages.
Further, it adheres very accurately
RIAA (sorry, DIN) curve, rolling
the
to

off, as the speciﬁcation prescribes, at
6dBloctave below 20.2Hz and with a
gain which asymptotes to zero at the
same rate at frequencies above 2122Hz.
The preamp also possesses an amplitude
response of better than 0. 1 dB accuracy,

10n, are rather big in stature. This is
true. but there are other factors which
determine the size of the capacitors
which we can use in the equalisation
network. For good stage noise
performance, resistor R7 must be kept at
a size which is in the same order of
magnitude as the resistance of the

cartridge (typically 500R to 1K, as
we've already said). Since this resistor,

in combination with the feedback
network. sets the stage gain at any

nominal reference frequency, we are
further restricted in the size of capacitor

which We can use. Small capacitors
mean having larger resistors to achieve
the same time constant. This provides
greater gain and might be undesirable).
Many designs use simple, four
component-style networks. The time
constants speciﬁed CANNOT be
achieved accurately with single,

OCTOBER1993

conﬁgurations that for non-inverting
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amplitude errors caused by inaccurate

Nuance s Of the Design

time—constant values can be corrected

good amplitude response, requires the
use of additional series or parallel
elements in the network. For the sake of
perhaps two or three extra components,

The electrolytics have been bypassed

by the use of simple tone controls (if
fitted), whilst others in the midrange
cannot. It is undesirable to have to alter
tone control settings when changing

I cannot see why this approach is not

since improperly-used polarised
electrolytics can cause distortion
because. despite proper biasing for DC,
AC signals can reverse-bias the

from one signal source to the other on

more widespread. Some of the

capacitor and produce distortion. The is

the preamp.

caused by the diode effect apparent
c107

preferred values, and to achieve any
type of performance, with regard to

high frequency response can
be affected because of rising
capacitor impedance at
these frequencies.
Bypassing the electrolytic
with a lower value, lower

»

you have decided what version is to be
made. Components are inserted and
soldered in order of ascending size, with

resistors and wire links ﬁrst, followed
by IC sockets and small capacitors. R1
and C? can be left as they are or altered

in value as per the cartridge
manufacturer’s instructions!
speciﬁcations. Move on to the bulkier

The Cerafine type of
electrolytic should be ﬁtted,

parts like the large value polystyrene

equivalent series resistance
(ESR) and is half that of the
traditional electrolytic. If
not then non-polarised or
high frequency types should
be ﬁtted in their place.

A very high quality
quad op—amp features at the
heart of the design. It shares

the same pin outs as other
quad op-amp packages such
as the LM324 and the
TID74, but there the

similarity ends. It is better
by a huge order of
magnitude in all the areas
important for audio work.

and radial electrolytics, ensuring of
course that polarity conscious types are

inserted correctly with regard to
orientation and ﬁnish with the right-

angled PCB plug. This can be dispensed
with. and replaced by Veropins if the
constructor so desires. The IC used isn’t
particularly static—sensitive, but care

should be exercised insofar as it should
not be inserted until the correct supply
voltages have been measured on the
appropriate IC socket pins. As far as the
supply rails are concerned. any split

supply, from about 9V upwards can be
used. Remember there is a
corresponding loss of headroom at the

(lOuV/s), noise (4.5nvNHz). GBP

lower supply voltages. The circuit was
originally designed for a large audio
mixer, hence the unusual rail voltages
quoted. The module should be grounded
to the system star earth of the equipment

(Gain Bandwidth Product of 25Ml-Iz), ‘
distortion (better than 0.0015% from

made via screened lead and terminated

These include slew rate

20Hz to ZOKHz) and output load driving
capability (40mA into a 600R load).

it is ﬁtted in, and the input connections
in good quality,gold-plated phono plugs

or similar. The outputs also should be

OCTOBER 1993

Construction is straightforward once

ESR, high performance type
can alleviate some
problems.

since they have an

when the electrolytic is in this
condition. Furthermore, inductances
internal to the capacitor can become
signiﬁcant at the lower impedances

Construction

W

prevalent in solid state
design, to the extent that
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33a 3%
3n 1%

,

outputs are taken to further circuitry
within the same enclosure. This avoids
creating a burn loop. Before connecting

connected only at the module end if the

a cartridge, check for DC on the module

NOILOV “I SDINOELOEI’IEI

connected to any subsequent pre—
ampliﬁer or power ampliﬁer stages
using screened lead, with the screen

tan; '
47a

input pins. If all is well, connect to a
turntable, put on a favourite record. sit
back and enjoy.

Oscilloscopes
CO 1305, DC to 5MHz Single
channel

£185.00

CS 4025. 20MHz Dual Trace full
featured
£359.00
085170 100MHz Dual. Cursor
readout
21245.00
036040 150MHz, 4Channel.
FU” Featured

£2195 00

£661
HEIHOLOO

Multimeters
183. 3.5 digit LCD. DC v, AC V. DC A, AC A.
Fles, Cont, Hold. Basic AGO 0.5%
£39.50

EPDDM Programme r/Emulator
Stand alone or PC hosted.
Fast programming/downloading.
Manufacturer speciﬁed algorithms.
Large device support.
- Easy to drive.

185, 3.5 digit as 183 plus bar graph, Temp.
Frequency, Max/Min, Edit Basic Ace.
0.3%
£74.50

18?. As 185 but Auto Range

$99-50 »
,

285. A5 185 plus 4.5 digit True HMS £109.50 V

SP-1DOO ProgrammerlEmulator

2299.00

4M Bit option

£149.00

PC Software package

£29.00

Counters, Generators, Oscilloscop es, Power Supplies, Multimeters , Clamp Meters. LCR Meters
Programmers /Emulators, Multi-lnstrum ent, Video a n d Audio Test Probes a n d Accessories.

For further information
please contact:

SA E
_
ELECTRONICS

SAJE Electronics (Dept ElA)
117 Lovell Road, Cambridge, CB4 20W
Tel:(0223) 425440 Fax: (0223) 424711

MERS —
POWER AMPLIFIER MODU LES— TURN TABLE S-DIMIFIERS
LOUDSPEAKERS-‘IB INCH STERE O R A C K AMPL
0MP MOS—FET POWER AMPLIFI ERS
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

a
_ V
_- SERVICE e LARGEIAAIB.A.

B

=1 . .
r - :I —
STAMPEO FOR CATALOGUEe

sun-menHIM" autu- “WESTE0MP MOS-PET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULESreliability
rid pertormanoe at a re I' c prise. Four

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
B Y PROFESSIONAL USERS

These modules now enjoy a world-wide reputation lor quality,
rrlai and III-Pi
nduslry, Leisure. Inst
hobby marlte
models are available to suit the needs at the Weaeionai and
coral heal slns. glass fibre P53. and
toroidal power a
etc. When comparing prices, NOTE that all models includeare open and short circuit prooi.
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models

L USERS
THOUSANDS OF MODULE PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONA

OﬂPiMF 100 Mos-Pet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1H2 ~ 100Kl-lz
-3dB, Damping Factor > 300. Slew Rate “wits,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 a 60mm.

PRICE £40.55 t— £3.50 PIP
O l r 200 Nee-Pet Output power 200 watts
R.M.s. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1H: - 100Kilz

-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50Wus,

S
THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIER

'l'.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity soomv. s.N.n.

+ 200W)
FOUR MODELS:— MXFZO O (1Dow + 100W) MXF40 0 (200w
MXFSOO (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W + S450W)
DRIVEN

-110 dB. Size 300 II 155 1100mm.

PRlci £04.35 + £4.00 POP

ALL POWER RATINGS RMJ. INTO 4 ONMS. BOTH CHANNEL

OIllPIllF 300 Noe-Pet Output power 300 watts
R.M.s. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1N: - 100K“:
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate SOVIuS.
T.H.D. typical 0.001 % , Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.It.
-110 dB. Size 330 a 115 x 100mm.
PRICE £81.?! + 05.00 PAP

translormers e Twin L,E.D. Vu metare 1r
FEATURES: *lndependenl power supplies with two toroidal
* Standard 775ml! inputs a: Open and short circuit
Level controls or Illuminated oniotl switch * KLR connectors
virtually any load it High slow rate It: Very low
prool a Latest MorFste tor eh-ess lree power delivery into with 0.0. loudspeaker and thermal protection.
distortion 1 Almlnlurn cases i uxmo a uxreooun cooled
'
ETC.
[IS- THEWOMD OVER III CLUBS. PUBS, CINHAS, DISCOS

at: as» MXFIDD “item-tau.” (2U):D1 1"
uxFeoowse".I-Is‘u“ (amulet a"

OMPIIIF 450 NeapFet Output power 450 watts
ﬂ.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1H2 - 100KI-lz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate TSYIuS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%. input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
2
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, o.c. Loudspeaker Protection.
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 385 a 210 x 105mm.

MXFSDO W 1 D"xH5‘t-" (3U)ID1 0"

MXF900 W1 0"xH5‘u" (3U)x014h”
PRICES:- MXF200 2 1 75.00 MXF400 £233.05
MXFSOO £329.00 MXF900 €449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL [12 50 EACH

PRICE :1 32.85 , £5.00 P5P

ouP/MF 1000 Most-Pet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
trequency response 1H: - 100K": MB, Damping
Factor >300, Slew Rate TSWuS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled. 0.6. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 a 300 It 125mm.
PRICE £259.0 0 + £12.00 PAP

. housed in a 19" I: 10 case. Each channel has three level controls:

Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over
the
access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust
bass. mld s top. The removable front fascia allows
LOIS/Skill, all at 2MB per octave. Base invert awitd'ies
cross-over frequency: Base-Mid 250/500IM0H2. Mid-Top
modules.
and
amplitier
racl:
0MP
with

on each bass channel. Nominal TTSmV inpull‘output. Fully oompatihle

W E :
NOTE MOS-PET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO .
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500m", IAND WIDTH 1 m
SENS
PEC (PROFHSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT
TTSaIIV. IANDWIDTN mill. CIDER “AIDA” OR PEC.

Price £ 1 17.44 + £5.00 P&P
1k ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*
SDJ34O OS =
MIXER
DISCO
STEREO

STIRIO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
I. I

R graphic aquelisers with bar graph

LED Vu meters.

LOUDS PEAKE R

NANY OUTSTANDING

PEATURISe- unending Echo with repeat a

speed eoMrnl, DJ III: with talk-over

Mich. D Char-Ids with Indieithlﬂ l'as'lera

plus cross He.Due Headphone Monitor. 3
Sound Media. Useful compilation ot the
lptlowlng inputs:- 3 turntables (mas). o
mammco urapama nm

Price £144.99 + £5.00 P&P

S
lARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKER
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS. seuxm
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER. HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS. LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
McKenzie and Pane Loudspeakers are also available.

EMINE NCE - iNSTRU MENTS P A.. DISCO ETC

SIZE: 432 x 2 4 0 X 120mm

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROL -

ALL EMINENCE UNITS S OHMS IMPEDANCE
EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.
S" 1 00 WATT R.M.S. HEB-100 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR.
PRICE £32.71 + £2.00 PAP
Improved
an
produces
lwe:ter
Piezo
a
of
coil)
voice
RES. FRED. TZHz. FREQ. RESP. TO 4KHa. SENS DTdD.
Join the Piece revoIMIonI The low dynamic mess (no
DISCO. EXCELLENT MID.
D,
KEYBOAR
VOCAL,
not
Is
la
ME10—100 GUITAR,
R.M.5.
WATT
00
1
0"
ordinary‘
1
than
level
distortion
Iavrar
a
with
transient response
PRICE £33.14 " €2.50 PIP
to 100 walla [more it two are put in series. FREE RES. FREQ. T1Hz. FRED. RESP. TO TKHX. SENSI'IdB.
T HIGH POWER MID.
theme units can be added to existing speaker systems at up
R.M.S. MET 0-200 GUITAR. KEYB'D. DISCO VOCAL. EXCELLEN
TWEI‘I'
WATT
EACH
200
10”
WITII
SUPPLIED
ARI
LEAFLETS
ORY
EXPLANAT
PRICIEIMT + £2.00 PAP
ideal tor RES. FRED. GSHX, FREO. RESP. TO 3 EKHz. SENS 99115
MONITOR.
STAGE
TYPE '1! (KSNIOS SA) 3" round with protective wire mesh.
DISCO,
GUITAR.
LEAD
.
PURPOSE
1 2" 1 00 WATT R.M. S. ME1 2-100LE GEN.
ICE “I.54 t3. ”PAP
bookshsﬂ and medium sized HI-Fl speakers. Price £4.00 + 50p PAP.
10003.
speakers, RES.FREO “Hz, FRED. RESP TO EKHz. SENS
STAGE
purpose
VOCAL,
general
tor
P.A.,
E.
horn
super
RESPONS
3‘/.
WIDE
SA)
CONE)
(KSNtoO
(TWIN
‘B'
TYPE
1 2" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT
PRICE £30.01 l 20.50 PAP
disco and PA. systems etc. Price £5.00 + 50p MP.
MONITOR. RES. FRED 42Hz, FRED. RESP. TO 10KH2, SENS ”d8.
MID.
T
EXCELLEN
VOCAL
sysHl-Fi
DISCO.
quality
GUITAR.
lot
,
horn
PURPOSE
1 2“ 200 WATT R.M.S. ME‘I 2-200 GEN.
TYPE ‘0’ (KSN1016A) 2”a5" wide dispersion
PRICE S40.T1 '~ BC.50 PIP
RES. FREQ. SBHZ. FRED. RESP. TO EKHz, SENS 90GB
tems and quality discos etc. Price £0.00 + 50p POP.
D, DISCO ETC.
lrequency 1 2" 000 WATT R.M.S ME‘I 2-DOOOP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOAR + £3.50 PAP
Upper
horn.
dispersion
wide
2"xli"
025A)
"(5!"
‘D’
TYPE
PRICE £70.10
lor high RES. FREQ. "Hz, FREQ RESP TO 5KH: SENS 103113
GUITAR.
SASS
G
INCLUDIN
response retained entendlng down to mid-range (ZKHz). Suitable
BASS.
PURPOSE
MEI 5-200 GEN.
1 S" 200 WATT R
F E W 72‘- “. DOPIP
MB
quality lII-Fi systems and quality discos. Price £0.90 + 50p PIP. trim. RES. FRED. 48Hz.
.RESP. TO SKNz, SENS“
ﬁnish
G BASS GUITAR.
TYPE 'E' (KSN‘I 038A) 3%" hom tweeter with attractive silver
1 5" 000 WATT R.M.S- MET 5-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDIN
PRICE STA-S4 + emPIP
MP.
RES. FRED. 39Hz. FREQ RESP TO SKHz. SENS 103dB
Suitable tor iti-Fi monitor systems etc. Price 05.09 + 50p
level control
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate,
EARBEN DERS:— Hl-Fl, STUDIO . IN-CAR . ETC
PIP.
and cahlnet input laelt socksl.ll§all§n1m. Price £4.10 « 00p
cool impedance lapped @ a a Iota»)
ALL IARIENDER UNITS a ORMS (Em-pr Ede-so a. 2mm Mitch In ND
BASS, SINGLE GONE. HIGH COMPLIANCE. ROLLED SURROUtil-Fl, III-CAR.
J
a" ”watt Ens-so DUAL lMPEDENCE. TAPPED Ala OHM BASS.
"It‘ll £8.00 + 02.00 PEP
ibI FLIGHT CASED LOUDSP EAKERS
RES. FREQ, 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. To TKl-lz SENS STdB.
OHM BASS, I‘ll-Fl. III-CAR.
10" SOWATI' E010-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 418
latest
the
at
:13.“ + £2.50 MP
ms
A new range at quality loudspeakers. designed to take advantage
sees.
SENS.
RES. FRED. 40Hz, FREQ, RESP. To SKHz,
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality
1 0 " 1 00WATT EDT 0-100 BASS. til—Fl, STUDIO.
£30.30 + £8.50 PAP
PRICE
12‘ cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles. wide dispersion
soda.
SENS
RES FREQ 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3Kl-Iz,
and steel
constant directiviiy horns, extruded aluminium corner protection
1 2” 1DDWA'I‘T Eli 2-100 BASS, STUDIO, ill-Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.
enclosures
£42.12 + 20.50 MP
epics
ball corners. complimented with heavy duty black covering. The
3L8
SENS!
301:.
RES. FRED. 2EHx. FREQ RESP. To
D
are fitted as standard with top hats for optional lauds peakar stands.
FULL RANGE TWIN GONE, IIION OOHPLIANCE. ROLLED SURROUN
ETC.
DISCO
AY
MULTl-ARR
Hl—FI,
5".“ doWAT‘I' EBS- aOTI: [TWIN CONE]
"use.” .. £1.50 PEP
POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
RES FREQ. 63th. FREQ. RESP To 20KHz. SENS me.
ETD
FREQUENCY RESPONSE PULL RANGE NIH: - 80K":
at: GDWATT EEG-6011: (TWIN GONE) ill—Fl, MULTI- ARRAY DISCO
PHCE £10.90 + 1.00 PAP
RES FREQ. “Hz. FREQ RESP. TO ZOKHz, SENSW
IIIFC 1 2-10WATTS (1000') PRICE E 1 50.00 PER PAIR
sap-acne (TWIN CONE) HI-FI IIILTi-ARRAY Disco ETC.
a"
aoo'WATT
I." FC 12-200'WATTS (1000!) PRICE 01 75.00 PER PAIR
PRIDE 012.00 + £1.50 PIP
RES. FHEO. ao, FRED. RESP. To tBKHz SENS BSdD. ARRAY disco ETC.
SPECIAIJST CARRIER DEL £12.50 PER PAIR
1 0” GDWATI’ asap-sow (TWIN CONE) HI-FI MULTI
£2.00 PIP

l

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR £40.00
Delivery £6.00 per pair

iN-CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPS

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO DOOSTm AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 l 75) stgf'oy 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125

l

125) Shred. 250W

Bridged Mono

400 Watts (zoo 1' zoo) Stereo. allow

PRICES: 150w 5:49.99

zeow 5:99.99

eoow «:1 09.95 MP €2.00 EACH

PRICE £16.40 +

RES FRED. SSHz, FREQ. RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS Sﬂda.

Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OH!!!
. Featureﬁ
'- av Stereo. bridgable mono 1' Choice at
high a low level inputs s- L 0 R level
controls t Remote err—oil It Speaker a

OFFICIAL
POSTAL EHAROES PER ORDER E130 MINIMUM
GOVT. BODIES PLO. ETC.
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, OOH-ED
OUNTEH. IIIEA AND
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. EA
ACCESS ACCEPTED EV POST. PHONE OR FAX.

,-.
VISA

RANSM ITTER HOBBY KIT
GLASS FIBRE
PROVE‘N TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

.-

AL "
W TRAISNITTH ”militia. VARIW CONTROLLED PROFESSION
PERFORMINCE. RINSE LIP TOSNILES, SIZESS 1123mm. SUPPLY lﬂvﬁtj um.
PRIDE €10.85 + £1.00"!
WITH
Fl IIDRIJ TRANSNITTIR 100-108NH2, VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE

VERY SENS FET MIC. RANGE loo-300m. SIZE 56 I linen. SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

t

PHOTO: 8W FM TRANSMITTR

To our knowledge

this experimental
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semiconductor

LASER is a first in
home construction.

David Silvester reports.

ASERs are now all around us,
not the stuff of science ﬁction
but actual devices working for

and to reduce equipment
size. weight and power
consumption. Initially
employed in bar code

people in homes and work places. As

the cost of them has dropped so the

readers they are now

number of applications has increased,

ﬁnding uses in measuring

and so CD players and barcode readers

systems and laser pointers.

at the supermarket check-out would not

A disadvantage of the laser
diode is that the laser beam

be possible without them. The author
now felt it was high time to look at

diverges from the package

some form of LASER for the experience
and as a precursor to the construction of
other instruments using the LASER
source. Such a simple device may be
used for school science projects on
light.
LASER is an acronym but shall
hereafter I'M: genericall) culled lust-r

made for infra—red radiation say for

example in the CD player but are of
little use for experimentation as you
can‘t see the output directly. However,

they have a lot of advantages, they are
very small and operate using low

I began by comparing the

conventional gas discharge laser device
with the solid state equivalent.
Gas discharge lasers need high

voltage power. So the search was on for
a visible laser diode and at a price that

allowed experimentation. It was found
in the Toshiba TOLD9200.

voltages, around SkV to strike the tube

so extreme caution is required in both
their construction and testing. Also they
tend to be large but their advantages of
a visible light output and very little
beam divergence has to be considered.
The cheapest laser diodes are those

rather than maintaining a
«MM.
narrow beam but it is
something that can be corrected by a
small lens. The TOLlil9200 comes in a
metal package resembling the TOSJ‘f
T039 transistor case but with a smaller

Laser Diode

Characteristics
The TOLDQOOO series of laser
diodes were designed to

replace helium-neon gas
lasers in many applications

1

3

2;“);

B?

220K

I
’4]

LAHEIIMODE

diameter

(Figure l). The package contains the
laser diode itself and a photo diode to
monitor the laser's output. Laser diodes
are touchy things and require them to

pass speciﬁc currents for 'laser'
operation. Bear in mind. the absolute

maximum current through the device
means exactly what is says and no more.
Also they have very wide tolerances on

the lasing current itself. As such all of
the manufacturers devices I have looked
at have the photodiode looking at the

laser's light output and is used to control
the current through the device. There
are therefore three pins as shown in the

schematic (Figure 2), a common
terminal for the laser diode anode and

...not the stuff of
science ﬁction but
actual devices
working for people in
homes and work
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way.
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£ 5

53

a
2

an.

and operate the device with a control

circuit between ground and a negative
supply. This way the circuit diagram
looks normal except that the ground is
at the top. It also maintains the laser

0 3

g:at:

diode case at ground potential to remove
the necessity of electrical isolation
between the laser diode and the metal

E
E

the photodiode cathode and separate
terminals for the other anode and '
cathode. In 'use it is normal to have the
common terminal at ground potential

a“.

case or supports.
The photo diode monitoring the
output works in reverse bias and a
current ﬂows through it proportional to
the laser's output intensity. Owing to the
wide tolerances for both the laser and
photodiode, the control circuit needs to
be able to set the conditions for the
laser/photo diode setup and since few
amateurs will have access to a light

output meter, the circuit had to be

altered to allow the amateur to set the
circuit correctly. All laser diodes are
very susceptible to overheating and a
good heatsink is needed even though

they may only be dissipating 300mW in
operation.
Much of what has been said relates
to other laser diodes, the pin

connections being the main difference.
Let us consider the characteristics
speciﬁc to the TOLD9200 itself. The
maximum optical output at 670nm
wavelength is 3mW but for reliability
this is restricted to 2mW. As soon as

current passes through the laser diode,
light is given out immediately. Only at a
threshold current will the laser diode
switch into laser mode and this occurs
typically a t "film and not more than

90mA. At 2mW light output, the photo
- diode monitor current can vary between

0.15 and 0.7mA with a typical value of
0.45mA. This vast variability of
parameters is the biggest headache for
the designer but luckily each laser diode

comes in a pack with the full details of
it's operating characteristics printed on
it. In the case of the experimental diode
the operating current (lop) for 2mW
output is 60.5mA, and at this output the
photodiode gives a monitoring current

(1m) of 0.327mA.

The Control Circuit
The full control circuit as used in the
project is shown in Figure 3. In the
prototype the control circuit was tested
using a benchtop 15V power supply unit
and the photograph shows the control
PCB with the 15V supply hard wired

into the box. This PSU was later added
to the board for simplicity of
construction by the reader. This circuit

is for a ﬁxed light output design, the
possibilities of modulation and the use
of the laser diode as a line of sight
communication device were considered
but until some experience had been
obtained this idea was shelved.
To the left of the drawing is a
standard ~15V power supply unit using

the 7915 regulator. The reservoir
capacitors (C5 to C10) consists of six
470uF/25V electrolytic capacitors in
parallel to provide ripple rejection
whilst they are still short enough to ﬁt
into the box without them having to be
fitted on their sides.
C1, C2, R1 and Trl and Tr2
provide a slow start up circuit to protect
the laser diode from turn on surges. At
switch-on, C1 is discharged holding the
base of the Darlington operating pair
Trl and Tr2 at ground potential (at the
top remember, there is a -15V negative

a
supply at the bottom) and the supply to

schematic. The control photodiode is

the following stages close to ground

connected to P2 and P3, and has a

potential. As C l charges, the Darlington
pair turns on and very soon the
transistor saturates giving —15V on the

reverse bias of u p to 15V across it. The
photo diode passes a current of between

lower rail and it‘s presence may be .‘

0.15 and 0.7mA with the output of ZmW
of light depending on the device

ignored from then on. For simplicity.
the laser diode and photo diode have

causes the greatest problems in the

supplied. This tolerance allowance

been split in the schematic.

design. According to my laser diode

consequently P2 occurs twice in the

package the laser needs around 60mA to

work. Resistor R8 acts
as a current limiter and
provides a feedback
potential proportional
itself and so through

is chosen as close to
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Tr3 and the laser
diode. In the case of
my diode the feedback
voltage is 6V
approximately. The
voltage rating of ZDl

, . . . . \

to the current through

mamas
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the feedback voltage as
possible, 6.2V in m y

case. ICla is a buffer

2 CORE CO-AX

stage only, but for

have 6.2V on it's input as well. This
6.2V input comes from the photo diode
current passing through the resistor

chain of VRl, R2 and R3. Let as cover
R2 ﬁrst. R2, a 1K0 1% resistor provides

a monitoring point for the photo diode
current. Since we do not have a light

circuit of the control transistor Tr3,
provides a feedback voltage
proportional to the cun'ent through T173
and the laser diode. R8 also gives fail
safe current limit protection. You may
have noticed that for simplicity the off
PCB connections to the laser/
photodiode are numbered the same as
the connections on the package itself.

Construction

120 ohms as atop value. There is no
minimum lasing current value quoted in
the technical data so the upper value of
R8 is in doubt. Take the closest
preferred value for R8. Assume a low '
value for V R l (10K was used) and
calculate a value for R3 with a value for
V R l o f 5K. This will allow V R ] to be

in the centre of it's adjustment. Using
ohms law and my 0.327mA photodiode

n

-

s

k

i

meter, we have to use the integral

-

control section around
ICl b. it needs to output 6.2V to match
the zener voltage which means it will

”

correct operation of the

Before looking at the construction of a
laser diode light source I will say
something about safety. The laser beam
emitted by the diode is harmful if
aimed directly into the human eye.
NEVER look into the beam under any
circumstances whatsoever or direct the
laser light at the eyes of any living
creature. As such do not let children
have access to the unit unless
supervised. The laser will not however

burn the skin if the beam is directed at it
by accident or during construction.

g

e

Neither the author, editor or publisher

current I get the total value of

to allow us to set it to ZmW. Without

R2+R3+VR1 as 18.96K ohms.

this, it is easy to 'goodbye‘ to the laser
diode. Setting up procedures will follow
later but do not power the circuit until

Deducting R2 as 1K and V R l as 5K this

zener voltage. The simplest is to accept
that the circuit will work with any diode

and use the values in the parts list, the
other as was done in the prototype is to
calculate better values from the given
diode characteristics. The circuit will
use a 6.2V zener diode as ZD]. Given '
the lasing current (lop). calculate a
value for R8 as 6.2/lop, the result will

be not less than 68.8 ohms with possibly

t

leaves 12.96K and the nearest common

accidents that may occur for any reason
whatsoever when constructing or using

this project.
Start with the PSU section of the
control circuit. Make temporary
connections for the transformer by
soldering a mains cable to the 240V
input and ensure there is a connection

values for the actual photodiode make it
difﬁcult to cause damage to the laser by
setting it for too much light output. If
you think of substituting an alternative
IC for ICl then ensure that it's input
operational voltage range includes the
negative supply voltage. this is true of
only a limited range of IC‘s.

from the earth wire to the frame of the
transformer (Figure 6). Although this
ﬁgure relates to the PCB connections it
may be useful to refer to it here. Add
wires for the low voltage AC output and
an earth wire. The low voltage side has
two windings and these should be in

The remainder of the control circuit
is a constant current source whose
current feedback loop is via the

set—up and very great care must be
taken to prevent accidents. Cover the
mains terminals with insulating tape.
The off board connections shown as Pl
to P8 are 1mm d0uble ended PCB pins

n

value of 12K was chosen. Using the

ax:

you have checked the initial setting of
VRl. There are two ways that you can
obtain the values for VR | , R3 and the

i

photodiode to measure the light output

can accept any responsibility for

photodiode monitor. 2D] is a reference
6.2V. The resistor R8 in the emitter

series. Remember this is a temporary

I soldered to the lower track
and the upper end used for
the wires in the case of P I to
P5 and P8 or as connections
for a DVM for setting up in
the case of P6 and P7. 0n
the control PCB, solder i n

LASER 0" HEAT SINK

OU'I'PU'I' LIGHT BEAM

f

the bridge rectiﬁer BR] and
the reservoir capacitor bank
C5 to C10. Connect the low
voltage AC from the
transformer to terminals P4

2 CORE 4- SCIIEEN CO-AX
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and P5 with the ground
connected to P8. Fit a plug to
the other end of the mains cable, ensure
the fuse is rated a t 3A or less then

switch on. With a DVM you should
ﬁnd around 18V across the capacitors
although it may be higher depending on
the transformer‘s regulation
speciﬁcation. Also conﬁrm the correct
polarity for the DC voltage. With the
black probe of the DVM connected to
the P8 terminal you should get -l8V
and no positive voltage. If the voltage
is much lower than this then either the

needs thermal protection and it is as
easy to arrange this ﬁrst. Take a

bridge or one or more of the reservoir

caps are the wrong way round.
Whatever component caused the

problem remove it and throw it away
before ﬁtting a new replacement. The
offending part is probably damaged and

it's failure at a later date could cause the
laser diode to be destroyed.
Next comes the laser diode as this

Redpoint 5C heatsink and remove the
screw ﬁtting. Try to ﬁt the laser diode
into the hole in the bottom of the
heatsink, this is the opposite way round
to the normal way of ﬁtting a T05
transistor but is necessary due to the
smaller case of the laser unit. If it ﬁts
without forcing, remove it again to
attach the leads, if not ream out the hole
very slightly until it fits snugly. Take a
length of narrow diameter twin

core and screen cable and bear
back about 25mm of the outer
insulation. Pull the screen into a
tag and solder together to stop it
unwinding. Bear back the centre
wires insulation by about 6mm, twist
and tin with the soldering iron. Put two
pieces of narrow bore heatshrink tubing
over the central wires so that the tinned
sections just show. then solder the wires
to the laser diode with the screen to the
central, common terminal that can be

seen to be connected to the laser diode
case. Push the heatshrink over the laser
diode terminals and whilst holding the
laser diode carefully in your fingers heat
the far end of the tubing to partly shrink
it and stop it slippingiback and
uncovering the laser‘s terminals. Do not
use anything to hold the laser other
than your ﬁngers, if your fingers get
burnt then the laser diode is getting too
hot for safety. Make a note of which
colour wire is which connection to the
laser and photo diodes. Push the laser

diode into the 5C hcatsink and screw in
the retaining ﬁtting.

The main PCB is easy to construct
using Figure 4. Small Redpoint TV4
heatsinks are shown fitted to Trl and
Tr3 in the PCB layout and are included
in the parts list. In use Trl has remained
cold so it may be OK to leave it out this
hcatsink. Tr3 becomes vaguely warm
so it's hcatsink should be retained for
reliability. The regulator device Tr4 has a larger T0220 hcatsink. R8 is a 3W
wire wound component that is vastly
over rated to ensure that it remains cool

at all times. ICl can be ﬁtted into a
socket if desired but it is a low cost
item and a socket can cost more than
the device itself.

Initial Testing
Bear back the wires of the other end of
the laserfphoto diode and solder the
central connection to P2, the laser diode
cathode to P1 and the photodiode anode

to P3. If you did not make a note of the
coldur of the wires ﬁtted to the laser
diode check the colours now! Connect
the DVM, set on a resistance range,
across VR] and set it to the highest
value possible. Then clip the [WM

probes across P6 and P7 and set it to a
range that will best display the required
voltage across R2. Power up the board.
After a second the laser diode should
light up and a reading be obtained on
the DVM. Turn the adjuster on VRl to

in the box and with no power on. look at
the laser diode through the hole that you
have made for the lensholder.

Remember with an unpowered laser
diode, you are safe. You should see the
central window of the laser diode in the
centre of the hole. Much more likely is
that the laser diode will be offset and
you will need to make the mounting
holes in the bracket into slots to
centralise the diode. Take this stage
slowly as it is crucial to the success of
the project. Now introduce the
lensholder, pushing it in as far as it will
go. The back edge should be parallel to
the front face of the laser diode. if not
you will need to make further
adjustments possibly by elongating the
slot for one of the mounting holes.

2mW of laser light.

Insert the lensholder, reconnect the laser
diode to the PCB and light the laser,
focusing the light on a wall by moving
the lensholder in and out until a sharp
spot is obtained, then tack the
lensholder into place with glue.

Boxing the Laser

The laser diode control PCB can be
supported on some plastic supports that

obtain the

required voltage value on

the DVM. This will give an output of

I doubt that you will want to leave the
laser in that state, the provision of a
lens to correct the laser diodes light

are stuck into the case. Then follows the
transformer mounting and wiring.

was no attempt to make the unit as

Simply dismantle the transformer and
mount into the case. The mains wire
should be secured with a grommet to

small as possible, i n fact for the

prevent the wire being pulled out.

prototype the larger the better was the
rule. Dismantle the PCB from the laser
diode. I first built a mounting bracket

Conclusi ons

divergence was my ﬁrst priority. There

for the laser and it‘s heatsink as shown
in Figure 5. This was made from 18

gauge aluminium sheet from which a
25mm stripwas cut about 300mm long.

_ At 70mm from one end the strip was

Although visible laser diodes are still
expensive they are substantially
cheaper than the gas discharge
equivalent and worthy of further

a central one for the end of the laser

included in this prototype there are

unit. Once the laser heatsink was ﬁtted.
the rest of the strip was bent to the

shape in Figure 5. A 25mm focal length
lens and holder were obtained from

Maplin to bring the laser beam into
sharp focus. The laser mounting bracket
was ﬁtted into a plastic case (see parts)
with exactly 30mm between the outside
of the case and the face of the laser

possibilities in this ﬁeld. Although
having wide tolerances the laser diode
has proved easy to handle in practice so
other projects can now be considered.
What else do you use the laser for? Well
that's up to you to exploit the
possibilities that exist. Suggestions in

writing will be gratefully received at the

diode. With the laser beam on, i t is

Electronics in Action office.
The Laser Diode is a specialised

simple to ﬁnd the point of greatest

device and if you have difﬁculty in

intensity and mark that point in the case.
Next remove the laser and drill a marker

obtaining one, the author, David

hole from the inside of the box followed
by drilling and reaming from the outside
so that the lens holder is a tight ﬁt.
Remove the holder and insert the lens
which in the authors case was found to

be hard to push into place and needed a
spot of glue to secure it. Fit laser back

ground is just
"not enough.

is a problem and can be overcome but

end three holes were drilled two for the
ﬁxing screws of the laser's heatsink and

bend at a further 45mm. At the upper

,.;_jev'_'a'r to the

investigation. The spread of laser light
the safety of the laser power supply at
15V has much to recommend it. The
laser diode is that it is easier to
modulate and although this was not

bent by 90 degrees followed by another

“ veepin’g = your

Silvester has agreed to make the
Toshiba diode available at a cost of
£63-90. Cheque with order please and
mail order only to: David Sivoster, 37
Elliot Rise, Hedge End, Southampton

SOS 4RU. Delivery from Japan is in
November. This offer closes on 30th
November 1993.

next month's
groundbreaking

Seismometer-

Take the squeeling
out of your PA sound
menu
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system. A circuit by
Andrew Armstrong.
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on are live sound engineering for
a local band and having
difﬁculty getting enough level on
the vocals. You turn up the mic a little

I

——’

L

%

""“ 3mm

drummer hurls his sticks in disgust at

your head.
5 .
Alternatively, build this pfoject.
Instead of deafening feedback. a slight
distortion of the sound, with a faint
tweeting noise in the backgrounu warns
you to turn down the gain. Only the
golden-cared brigade will notice the
difference, and they’ve probably

wandered into
the band bar

oil-Ive mellow

@

ﬂ

BundpcssFlller
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bit more, and there is a scream as the

noise from the loudspeakers is picked
up by the microphone, ampliﬁed and fed
around again at double the volume. This
contributes nothing to the music or to
your personal popularity. During the set,
the singer moves around and suddenly skreeet! - deafening feedback makes the
singer drop the microphone and the

II:M y .

w

by accident. If you are lucky the singer
buys you a drink afterwards.
I
That last bit may be wishful
thinking - but you really can eliminate
the problems of audio feedback almost
entirely with this frequency shifter
project. The only catch is that it shifts
the frequency of the sound, so that"
people with perfect pitch might be able
to hear the difference. Everyone else
will thank you for using a frequency

shifter, and even perfect cardrums can
be damaged by loud feedback.
If you plug this device between
your microphone mixer and your
ampliﬁer - or in the effects send of the

microphone by approximately 4H2. So
when feedback occurs, the frequency is
different by 4H2 each time around the
loop. This makes it very difficult for
oscillation to set in at a particular
frequency. Instead, the sound you hear

...it shifts the sound
frequency, so only
those with perfect
pitch, might hear the
difference. Tough!

mixing desk if you only need it on one

when the microphone level is too high is

or two channels — it will reduce the level
of complaints both from your
microphones and your prospective

like the noise you get when a sudden

audience. You can also use it on -

just one micrOphone if that’s
what’s causing the
problem.

The Shifter
raises the

frequency of the
signal from the

noise is reﬂected from a slatted fence - a
chirruping sound at a much lower level.
The shift in frequency makes it
sound as if the singer is singing in a
slightly higher voice, though not enough
for normal ears to distinguish. If one
note has a fundamental frequency of
SOOHz, and has a harmonic (which gives

the note its characteristic sound) at
lSOOHz, then what comes out of the
frequency shifter will be 504Hz and
1504Hz which are no longer
harmonically related. In this case,
if a large frequency shift were
to be used, speech would

sound strange and

unconvincing (and

\{e

should be applied
forcibly to politicians). A
practical maximum shift is

<33”

therefore around lOHz, with a

in

minimum effective shift of 4H2.

Single Side Band
The method of shifting the frequency is
the same as one way of generating a

modulation.
If the
microphone signal
inputs to the multipliers were
the same, this would achieve
nothing useful, but because the
microphone signals are phase—shifted by
90 degrees, in one channel relative to

single-sideband radio signal, with a
couple of important differences. It uses
a 4H2 carrier instead of a radiofrequency carrier, and it doesn‘t maker
your singer sound like Donald Duck.
If only one modulator were used,
the output would be a double sideband
signal with the two sidebands 4H2 apart,
or, putting the same thing into different
words, the microphone signal pulsating
at 41-12. Quite a nice effect in its own
right, but not what we need here.
Instead of this, two amplitude
modulators are used, as shown in the
block diagram Figure 1. An amplitude
modulator effectively multiplies two
analogue signals, and in this design
linear four-quadrant multipliers are used
rather than the type of amplitude

the other, the summation of the output

networks are so arranged that
the difference between the

Phaseehlneﬂ

two phase-shifts closely
approximates 90 degrees
over a range of frequencies.

§

Before the phase-shifters is a

band-pass ﬁlter to prevent
the phase-shifters from being

450

fed with signal outside the

\

range over which the phase
difference is approximately

\

'm
450

100M:

Fungi”

WW1

99 degrees. A graph of phase
Shlft against frequency for
the two networks is shown in

Phase chiller 2

o

Figure 2, which illustrates the

frequency range over which

-100 \

these networks can function

§

acceptably.
As you can see from the
circuit in Figure 3, this unit is

1m

designed to work at —
microphone or line levels. It
has a line level input, which
is designed to work at

approximately 500mV RMS,
and a microphone

modulator common for RF use. The
output from each multiplier is the
microphone signal modulated by the
4H2 sinewave, but because the 4H2
sinewaves fed to each multiplier are in

phase quadrature, the sum of the outputs
of both of them contains no amplitude

preampliﬁer which can be linked to the
line input to allow a microphone to be
plugged in directly. The gain asked of
the microphone input ampliﬁer is
slightly higher than is ideal from the
point of view of the op-amps, but the
residual distortion caused by this will be
mostly outside the passband of the ﬁlter
on the line input so will not be heard.
The other point to consider is that the

. 4 ;
.

in keeping with the overall
performance of the unit, which is that
of a good but low cost unit, rather than
an item for which cost is unimportant.
The input bandpass ﬁlter, using

\ \

To phase-shift a wide-bandwidth
signal by a constant amount, accurately,
is an impossible task. What the phaseshifter in this circuit does is to apply a
phase-shift which varies with frequency
to each of two outputs. The

introduced by the
microphone preampliﬁer is

ICl, consists of two fairly conventional

VCVS (voltage controlled voltage
source) ﬁlters. The ﬁrst one of these, a

230Hz lowpass ﬁlter, incorporates a
voltage gain of approximately 3, to
bring the input signal up to a sufﬁcient
level to drive the multipliers properly
and minimise their contribution to the
overall noise level. The second ﬁlter is a
7.9kHz highpass ﬁlter. This bandwidth
should be wide enough for most voice
purposes - after all, intelligible speech
through a single sideband radio system
is normally limited to the range 300Hz
to 2.7kI-lz. This sounds unpleasant, but
the output from the Anti Howler

,

phases are) 4H2.

t

depending on which way round the

slight
distortion

a

the input signal, plus (or minus,

doesn’t.

The phase shift networks require a
unity-gain in-phase drive signal to the

top half of the network, and an antiphase signal of 2.5 times the amplitude
to the loWer half. The two output signals
from the phase shift networks are
buffered, to prevent loading from
affecting the phase shift, and fed to two
multipliers.
The multipliers are made from two
halves of an LM13700 transconductance ampliﬁer. This device
provides an output current dependent

upon the bias current fed into the
current source, multiplied by the voltage
difference between the inverting and

non-inverting inputs. In its simplest
form, this would give a current-

controlled audio gain. What is required

‘

signals from the multipliers cancels one
or another sideband to give an output of
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for a modulator, though, is for both

inputs to operate negative as well
as positive to achieve this an

extra portion of the input
signal is fed around the
trans-conductance ampliﬁer,

and added to the output
current. The non—inverted
signal is added to the inverted
current output so that there is
a speciﬁc level of currentsource bias signal which will
completely cancel the output.
The circuitry is powered from +/- 9
or 12 volts, and the potentiometers in
series with the output bias current are

adjusted so that cancellation occurs at

prototype was

zero volts.

tested. This is to prevent

The LMl 3700 incorporates two

the op-amp from oscillating. which
can be caused by the capacitance of a

Darlington emitter-followers, which

form useful output buffers for the
multiplied signal. The output from these
buffers is summed by a virtual earth
mixer, which has an adjustable
differential gain to compensate for any

long cable.

This is a relatively complicated circuit
in which some aspects of the layout are
critical. it is therefore best to use the
printed circuit board designed for this
project, though experienced
constructors should be able to make a
Veroboard model work. The assembly
itself is straightforward, and should

the hole and soldered to top and bottom

present no problems, but it is"important
to use close—tolerance components
where speciﬁed. In particular, if the
components in the phase-shifter are

pads will connect to the top track
without top soldering the component.
comprising 1C6 and surrounding

seriously inaccurate, then audio

components, need not be ﬁtted if the

distortion will be noticed.

unit is only going to be used on line

gain differences in the two halves of the

circuit. The input of the virtual earth
mixer is AC coupled because there is
inevitably an offset on the output of the
emitter followers in 1C5, and A C ‘
coupling at this point prevents any

offset reaching the output. The AC ,
coupling, C6 was added after the ﬁrst
prototype was tested, so does not show
on the photograph.
The output has a l k resistor in
series with it, also added since the first

§
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Line input

.

note that some

components need to be top
soldered, and that there are several pin
throughs. The prototype used some IC
sockets, which are almost impossible to
top solder. To do this I used a Multicore
through-hole plating kit, but if you do
not have one of these available then a
single strand of wire running through

The microphone preamplifer,
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Construction

level signals.
A choice of power sources is
available. The prototype has been tested
using a lab l2-(HZ power supply, and is
intended to be powered from a

switching power supply (planned for the
next issue) when complete. As an
alternative, either a mains power supply
or a pair of PP3 batteries may be used.
-As shown in the photograph. the

prototype has been built into an

NOLLDV "I SOINOHLCYEI'IH

aluminium case (38mm high by 133mm
wide by 105mm deep) with the PCB and

all connectors, the switch and the power
on LED mounted into the top half of the
case. Three jack sockets are used, one
for each input and one for the output.
The line input jack is wired so that if
nothing is plugged into the line input,
then the microphone preamp output is
routed to the input of the bandpass
ﬁlter. Plugging in a line signal
disconnects the output of the
microphone preamplifier. This is
illustrated in the wiring diagram, Fig. 4.

Testing
The best way to test the unit is by
powering it from a +I— 12V lab power
supply, feeding a signal into the input
from a sinewave generator somewhere
in the range SOOHz to SkHz, and

checking the various signals using an
oscilloscope.

oscilloscope, then connect one channel
to the junction of R1] and R10, and the

other to thejunction of R12 and R13.
You should see two sine waves in phase
quadrature. If you only have a singlebeam oscilloscope then use the external
trigger connection to check the relative
phase of the two waveforms. If anything
is wrong at this point, check the outputs
of the op amps in the chain leading up
to the phase shifters. The amplitude on
[Cl pin 1 and 1C] pin 7 should be the
RIGHT

The most difficult
part of the procedure
is setting up the
multipliers

setting of RV2 until the amplitude of the
waveform starts to decrease. After a
short period of experimentation you
should be able to ﬁnd a setting below
which the waveform gradually dies

same, and should be approXimately
three times the input amplitude. The
amplitude on 1C2 pin 1 should be 2.5
that on the preceding two op-amps. _

away to nothing, and above which it
gradually rises towards a stable
amplitude. Set the pot just clockwise
enough to guarantee oscillation. To

The next item to check is the 4Hz

quadrature oscillator. Connect the
oscilloscope to 1C3 pin 1, and turn RV2
fully clockv 'ise. A high amplitude
waveform should appear, and at this
setting it is likely to be clipped by the
power supply rails. Gradually reduce the

check that the circuit really can
oscillate, temporarily short the cathode

of D1 to 0V, which should stop the
oscillation. Then remove the shortcircuit, and watch the 4H1 oscillation
gradually build up over 30 seconds or

Connect the power supply and
signal generator to the PCB and switch
on. If you have a dual-beam

more. This circuit has a high Q, so it

takes a number of cycles of oscillation
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itin circuitandt ryagain.Yo uarewell
advised to use ear defenders or cotton
wool to protect yourself from possible
hearing damage during the ﬁrst test.
What you should ﬁnd is that a
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become serious until the gain has been
increased signiﬁcantly beyond the level
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sharp whistle during the ﬁrst test,
whereas the onset of feedback during
the second test is characterised by sort
of weebling noises, which do not

at which the whistle would have
appeared without the frequency shifter.

If, in use, you ﬁnd that a 4H2
frequency shift is insufﬁcient, then

increase the oscillator frequency by
changing C9 and Cl l to 220n. and 'CIO
to l00n. This should give enough
frequency shift for any reasonable
application, and more than this risks
becoming painfully audible.

offset on IC5 pin 12. Then allow the

4H2. oscillator to start again. With the
oscilloscope on 1C5 pin 8, adjust RV],
and if necessary slightly readjust VR4
to give the correct waveform as shown

NEXT MONTH: We feature a

feedback using a microphone, an
ampliﬁer and a speaker without the
frequency shifter in circuit, then connect

novel power supply to be used with this
and a range of other projects.

OCTOBER 1993

for the amplitude to stabilise.
The most difficult part of the
procedure is setting up the multipliers.
For an initial setup, temporarily stop the
4H2 oscillator again, and then adjust
VR4 to obtain a minimum offset on IC5
pin 5, and adjust VR5 for minimum

adjust VR6 to give minimum amplitude
modulation of the output signal.

The ﬁnal test is to feed a sinewave
signal in the range 50 to lOOmV to the
microphone input, and check that the
microphone preamplifier is working.
The unit is now working. In order
to test its efﬁcacy, try out the effects of

ELECTRONICSi

the same procedure with VR3 and VRS.
Note that there may be a DC offset at
this point, but this is not important,
unless it is a signiﬁcant fraction of the
power supply voltage. Finally, connect
the oscilloscope of the output pin, and

ACTION
n

in Figure 5. Then connect the
oscilloscope to IC5 pin 9 and carry out

NOILDV u! SDINOHLDEI'IEI

by David Silvest r.

hilst there have been a

number of published projects
to build a signal source

giving a sine wave output, many of
these are based on either the ICL8038 or
XR2206 generator chips. Internal
circuits in these charge and discharge a

R1

capacitor at constant current producing

a triangular waveform. The sine wave

oscillation then if the op-amp ICIa can
be made to give exactly a three times
gain then the circuit will oscillate at the
chosen frequency giving a clean sine
wave. It is possible to hold the gain at
exactly three if we use some form of
feedback that is sensitive to the output
signal level.

Stabilizing The Output

output is generated from the triangular
wave, the tops of the triangle being

The Wein bridge oscillators have
been around for many years and over

distorted by a multiple diode array. The
oscilloscope version of the sine wave,

that time a variety of devices have

can be seen to have a slightly odd shape
and is certainly not suitable for

formed the voltage sensitive element in

the negative feedback loop. The author
has tried a number of different methods
of stabilising the gain with varying
degrees of success. A small lightbulb

distortion testing although satisfactory

for other purposes.
The alternative is to have'a Wein
Bridge oscillator producing pure sine
waves from a resistor-capacitor circuit.
The basic Wein Bridge circuit is shown

in Figure 1. With an input signal at the
upper end of the resistor and an output
at the junction of the second resistor and
two capacitors, the input signal will be
attenuated and phase shifted at the

output as it is in all RC ﬁlters. The Wein
Bridge has a particular frequency a t

which the resistance of the resistors
equals the capacitors' impedance (= 1!
Zitfc), the circuit attenuation reaches a

minimum of three and the phase'shift
equals zero. Such a circuit is ideal for
making an oscillator. If in addition we

make the resistors variable and have a

ﬁlament will change resistance as it

warms up and is an option here but the
switched bank of capacitors then we can
build a simple audio sine wave
oscillator that will cover 10- lOOKHz.

Oscillator Circuit
The full oscillator circuit is shown
in Figure 2. The Wein bridge is formed
from the resistors R1 and R2 in series
with the dual potentiometer VRl wired
as a pair of variable resistors and
capacitors C l to C8. This provides a
10:1 ratio that allows the audio output to

besplit up into a set of frequency bands.
Since the Wein bridge has a 3:]
attenuation at the frequency of

power demanded requires a special op-

amp. LED and Light Dependent
Resistors, normal and opto-coupled
PETS were tried. Again, although they
all worked over a small frequency
range, the easiest and most cost
effective method for the AF spectrum
was to use a thermistor for the output
sensitive element. Let us consider the

feedback loop of R3 and the thermistor
Th1 alone. As the output voltage rises,
the current through the feedback loop
increases and the thermistor resistance
falls. This fall in resistance increases the
amount of negative feedback and

stabilises the circuit gain to exactly
three. A small problem arises in that a
thermistor takes a second or so to
change it's value significantly so that

variations in the thermistor resistance
would cause distortion to the sine
waves.
To complete the circuit and

second half of the TL072 op-amp
chosen. The oscillator output stage
passes directly to the other half of the
op—amp as a buffer. The 1K resistor on

when changing frequency, the oscillator

hopefully make it more usable to

the output is to protect the op-amp in

takes a short time to settle down to a

constructors it was decided to add a

case it is short circuited. The unit was

stable output. However without this

buffer stage for the sine wave output

designed to be low cost and therefore no

delay time the thermistor could not be

and a TTL compatible output as these

attempt was made to put any form of

used for low frequency outputs as

add little to the cost. The buffer is the

level control into the oscillator itself as
it was felt that it would be more useful
to have this external to the oscillator.
The 'ITL output comes from an LM311
comparator. R7 is the pull-up resistor
for the 'I‘I‘L output whilst R5 and R6

provide hysteresis so that at the point of

a pair of 9V PP3 batteries. As an option,
the constructor can use a simple
transformer, bridge rectiﬁer, capacitor
and 78 15/7915 regulator set-up built
into the box to provide +15 and -15V.
The box listed in the parts list is only
big enough for the battery option.

Constructors who choose mains
power must ﬁnd an alternative for
themselves to ﬁt the size of the
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switching, the TTL output switches
cleanly and does not oscillate due to
noise.
The power for the unit comes from
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additional components. In both cases a

78L05 mounted directly on the PCB
supplies S'V for the TTL output voltage.
This is a very common circuit and will
not be described here although
recommended construction details
follow. Component details in the parts
list are for the battery powered version.

Construction
The main PCB has the controls
directly attached to it so this must fit
into the case at the front. The
construction of the main board is very
simple if you follow Figure 3 carefully.

in the prototype i chose not to use
sockets for the two l as these are low
cost items. This decision is left to the
constructor as there is plenty of room
for sockets. If damaged, the simplest
way to remove the chip is to cut
the legs and then unsolder the
pins.

It may be easier to ﬁt in and
solder the main switch SW1
ﬁrst. The switch comes as a kit
of parts, there are four switch units, four
buttons and a metal latching assembly.
If you take one of the switches and push
the sprung end in you will see that a
small metal spring moves so that this
gives a push onlpush off action. This is
unsuitable for our use as we want the
four switches to work as a team.
Pushing one lets out all of the others. To
do this the small spring needs to be
removed from each switch unit so that

just behind the main coil spring that
holds out the button. It pushes between
the top board piece and the plastic base.

in the two last switches and bend the
tabs to secure them. Pushing any switch
should cause the others to snap out

Next take the latchbar slider and ﬁ t the

immediately. This is probably the most

modiﬁed switch to the right hand end. If
you push the switch gently you should
see the interlock move and the switch
latch in the inward
position. If it works

difﬁcult part of the construction, until

the switch works properly do not
proceed further.
With the switch mechanism
operational, push it into the PCB
and solder down ensuring that
the interlock mechanism is ﬂush
down on the PCB and the whole
unit is parallel with the board. Next add

21:12:60
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they push in but come back out when

then ﬁt this to the right hand side of the

released.

remaining U shaped metal bar. The
switch should now push in and lock.
Moving the interlock bar to the right
will release the switch again. If you look

In place of the spring is a small
plastic piece that stops the push

mechanism falling completely out in
use. This needs to be installed into the
holes provided on the switch. Having
converted all four take the latchbar
mechanism that interconnects all of the

switches into the bank. There is a ﬂat
spring blade that fits into one of the
switches on the right of the mechanism

the dual pot VRl. Solder the rest of the
components into their positions cutting
off the excess wires as necessary. In the
prototype I used terminal pins for the
off-board connections P1 to P5. Solder
these in aswell.
For a quick test connect two PP3
battery connectors to pins P1, P2 and
P5. The red wire of one goes to P1 and
the black wire of the other to P2. The
two remaining wires, (the centre tap of
the battery) go to pin PS. This powers
the unit. Fit the batteries and check the
voltages at P1 and P2 relative to P5
(ground). You should get + and - 9V.
An oscilloscope should provide a
clean sine wave output at the thermistor

terminals. The frequency will vary by

carefully you should see the small

moving VRl and SW1 will change the

spring on the right hand side move.

range. The same signal should be at P3.

Bend over the tabs to hold this switch in

If all is satisfactory check for the square
wave at the output P4.
Position the PCB at the front of the
case with the pot spindle central in the
vertical and about I“ to the left of the

position. Now add a second switch and
bend over the tabs. As one switch is
pushed the other should snap out.
If so, you are almost ﬁnished. Put
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The construction of
the main board is

very simple if you
follow Figure 3
front panel edge (see Figure 4). Drill a
hole for the pet's threaded portion. Now
mark the positions of the switch bank
knobs on the front panel, remove the
PCB and cut out this rectangular hole.
You can try either a nibbler or an
abraﬁle, to make the edges smooth.
Next drill two screw holes for the
switch. Now drill the holes for an onvoff
switch and for the output sockets.

Attach the PCB to the front panel by the
pet's ﬁttings and the screws to the
switch bank. The 1/2" spacers ﬁt
between the panel and the front of the
interconnect mechanism.

Power Supply
If mains power is to be used for the
oscillator. place the transformer. and

capacitors of the PSU behind the PCB.
Drill holes in the box to hold these
items and a holes in the back panel to
take the mains power lead and the fuse
holder. The power lead needs to be
ﬁtted with a clamping grommet to stop
the wire pulling out. Install the mains
lead with the brown wire going to the
end of the fuseholder furthest from the
panel. The blue wire goes directly to the
transformer input and another wire
needs to be added to connect the other

side of the fuseholder to the
transformer. Fit a mains plug to the

cable with a 3A fuse and ﬁt a mom
fuse into the fuseholder. Wire up the
transformer, bridge rectiﬁer, capacitor

versions of 7815 and 7915 are best as
these can be secured to the back panel
using standard transistor mounting kits.

connections as shown in Figure 5 . Plug

Do not forget the insulators as the metal
part of the 7915 regulator is not at
ground potential. Re-test and you should
ﬁnd about +l5V at the output of the
7815. the red wire. and -15V from the
7915, the black wire. These values are
approximate as they depend on the
tolerances in the regulator chips. but
more than 5% error and you have a
problem to sort out.

in and check that from the green wire
you can ﬁnd around +21V on C 1 4 and -

21v on C15. If all is OK unplug and
discharge the capacitors with a spare 1K
resistor. DO NOT SHORT out the
capacitors with a wire link as the
capacitors can be damaged by the high
currents that flow.
Now fit the regulator IC's. T0220

Finally wire the PCB pins to the
mains power supply described above. In
the battery case the PP3 sockets are

already connected. These have to be
removed from P I and P2 so that a
double pole on-off switch can be ﬁtted

into the lines otherwise the unit will
always be powered. The batteries
themselves were held onto the lid of the
box by ty—wraps and self sticky pads,
these being a simple option but
relatively reliable.
The last item is the output wiring.
For this I would recommend using audio
type coax. The outer screen connects to

NOLLOV “I SDINOHLOH'IEI

pin P5 for both pieces of coax with one
central core going to P3 and the other to
P4. For one of the pieces of coax, and I

would recommend that it is the coax
with the core connected to P3, join the
core at the other end to the output
connector (BNC in the prototype) and
the screen to the solder tag fitt under
the nut of the BNC connector. To
prevent an earth loop, only the P4 core
connection needs to be connected to the
centre of the second BNC connector as
earming is provided through the front
panel. Finish off by bundling the cables
with ty-wraps.
Only a ﬁnal test is needed to show
that the outputs come out of the correct

BNC connectors. if a frequency counter
is available then calibration marks can
he put around the outside of the pot
knob, and the buttons can be marked
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Armstrong Consultants
adapts to the changing
conditions of today 's
technological climate.

Design for industry - switched mode
converters - specialist analogue circuitry
- environmental control - audio, video,

RF - micropower circuitry.
Are you tired of designs and documentation
that barely meet you requirements?
We can provide troubleshooting for
developmental projects, or for established
products with production problems.
CAD of PCB layouts and artwork, including
surface-mount and multilayer.
Schematic capture is used to drive mixed-mode
circuit simulation and netlist generation.

with the frequency bands they produce.
You will now be the owner of a
very useful piece of test equipment for
both analogue and logic circuits.
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A LIBRARY
OF IBM- PC SOFTWARE
at your fingerti ps
SHAREVIARE is the rav-enonerrou—euv APPROACH TO OOFTIIARE:
You pay a nominal charge for program distribution to cover disks. copying, carnage, etc.
ONLY IF YOU FIND A PACKAGE USEFUL
ARE YOU THEN REQUIRED TO PAY A REGISTRATION FEE
(to the software author}, which slows you to continue using it.

THIS CAN WORK OUT CONSIDERABLY LESS EXPENSIVE THAN BUYING SIMILAR
SOFTWARE IN THE CONVEN'I'lONAL WAY.

Computer aided design
- Now simnle It AFFORDABLE l
IIIGINEIINO - GRAPHIC! - BUSINESS - lie-TUTORIALS
- CALCULATIONS - SOIENOE - EDUCATION
Flo-inventing the wheel? Dent d o ltl! Oulcky select software tailored to your needs
from the many 1000‘s of packages available in the Public Domain, and as
Shareware. We distribute IBM-PC compatible programs exclusively
on carefully grouped sets of high quality disks
- uhleh a n . you lime. and mom.

Complete service from speciﬁcation through
to documentation.

C a l l u s n o w t o f i n d o u t how!

Armstrong Consultants, 423 Bideford
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CADICAII - PCB DESIGN - CIRCUIT EMULATION A TEST
- P c - E N O I N E E R I N G - RADIO - COMES

Green, Leighton Buzzard, Beds LU7 7TY.

" G e t t i n g t h e job d o n e “

Tel: 0525 376339 Fax: 0525 377916

100-102 Woodhouse Road, Leytonstone, London, E11 3 N A .

Tel: 081-470 2038

M a i l order o n l y {24 hours]

MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL. Mains worsted. wiIIi touch
swlhhee. Canplete with 4 dyt display. ddtd dodt. and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one tor prised power (programmable).
Iced for al sorts d predacn Ilrner applicator-rs etc. Nov:onlyuoo

THIS MONTHS

M4P151. Good experimenters board.

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE Stranded optical ilbrae sheathed In black
PVC. Five metre length £1.00 rel 7P29R or £2 a rneire.
12VSOLARCELL. 200rnAoupmioedI'oriridiie charging etc. 303
m square Ourprioe£15 03 rei15P42R. Gives ip
told!

PASSIVE lNFRA-RED MOTION SENSOR. m

y

Complete with daylight sensor. adjustable lights on
timer (8 silos -15 mini). 50" range with a 90 deg
coverage. Manual overlde Iao'liiy. Canplete wiIIi ’
wal brackets. bilb holders etc. Brand new and ..
guaranteed Now only £10.00 rel 19m
Pad: citvro PARSB bubs for above unit £12.00 lei
12P43R
VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmit both audio and video signde
from either a video ounere. video recorder or oanprter to any
standard TV set within a 100' range! (lunch! to a spore channel).
12v Dc op. £15.00 rei 15P39R Siteble mains adaptor £5.00 ref
5P191R Turn your camcorder into a cordless camera!
FM‘I'RANSMITTER Housed III a standard working 13Aodapter
[bug is mains driven}. E26. 00 rel 26P2R. Good range.
MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS. A pair oiwalde 1 ' ?
tallies with a range oi up Io 2 kilometres. Units measure
22:52:155mm. Cornpleiewllh cases and earpieoes. E30.00ll

rei 30P12R

SPECIAL OFFERS

III,

FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE. Small hand had unit
with a 500 range? 2 banal-nit power levels Reqs PPS battery.
Tuneable i: any FM receiver. Our price £15 rel 15M2AR.
p
12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEVER.9shoﬂbands, or —
FM. AM and Lw DXllooaI switch. in ring 'eye‘ rnu'nsorbetteiy.
Completewilh shoddersiru) and manslead£19rei 19P14R.
Ideal Ior listening all overthe world.
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIO. Low cost stereo system g'ving
5 watts per channel. Signa to noise rallc better than 45db.
wow and Ilulterless than .3555. Neg earth. £10.00ret10P30
I

Law 0031' WALIKIE TALKIES. Pdrol'battery operated

..

units with a range of about 230'. Our price £8.00 a pa‘r rel ., '—
3P50R. Ideal Ior mrden use or in an educational toy.
TCHANNEL GRAPHIC EUALIZER pluse Gillian powerampl
20-21KH24-5R12-i4v DC negative earth Cased. £25 ref25P14R.
NICAD BATTERIES. Brand new Iq) quality. 4 x AA's £4.00 rel

APMR. 2 XCSE4DO IBMPTSR. 4 x 0529.00 M99121 1 x PPS
£5.00 ref BP35R Padr of 10 AAA: £4.03 ref 4P92R.

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE The ultlrnate equivdentsboolt. New «1.220.111 reIZOPSZR.

CEGERCOUNTI! KIT. Completeilrith hoe. PCB and all components to bald a battery operated geiger counter. £3.00 rel 39P1R
FM BUG KIT. New dough with PCB embedded coll. Transmits to
any FM radio. 9v battery req'd. £5.00 ref 5P158R 35mm squa'e.
FM BUG Britt and tested superior 9! operation £14.00 rd 14P3R
COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. These convert composite video into
separate H sync. V sync and video. 12v DC. £5.00 reI‘ 8P39R.
SINCLAIR Cd MOTORS. 12v 29A(hrll load) 3300 rpm E'xri' 154'
OIP shall. New. £22.00 ref 20P22R. Limited stocks.
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KIT .Iercomotor. Pcaand all
components to build a speed oontroler (095% ct speed). Uses
prise width modulation. £17.00 lei 17P3R. Poleniiometer control.
SOLAR POWERED NICADCHARGER. Charges4AA rilcadsin
3 hours. Brand nowand cesed£6.00 rd 6P3R 2xc cellmodel £6.00.
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503. Made for BBC
computer but suitable for others Includes mains adapter.
leads and book £15.00 M15P43R
VIDEO TAPES. Three hour swerlor quality tapes made
under lioence from the iemous.NC corrpeny. Paolr of Iotapes New

low price £15.00 ref-115M

PHIUPSLASER2MWHEIUMNENLASEITUBE BRAND
NEW FULL SPEC 040.00 REF 4 0 l MAl POWER
SUPPLY KIT £22.00 REF HMR READ‘Ir BUILT AND
TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE £75.00 REF TWR.
12TO 220VINVERTER KIT. Aseuppieditwﬂl nandeuptodaout
15w at2201butwitha largertransiormerltwllt handle BOwails Besic

SOLAR CELLS
10 WATT SOLAR CELL
(3" x l") 14.5v/700mA
Now available by mail order
Coated with exceptionally
efﬁcient amorphous silicon

these glass solar cells have
an almost timeless lifespan
and will not suffer with
discolouration. There are
possibly hundreds of uses
for these cells. a few of
which could be: for Car
Battery Charging. for use

on Boats or on Caravans.
in fact anywhere a portable
12V supply is required.
Several of our overseas
Mediterranean customers
with homes in remote hilly
sites, use these solar cells
as a daytime power source
to backup generators. The
solar cells can be
connected in series or
parallel to give higher
voltages or larger current
capacity. REF: EA34P1

PRICED at only

kit £12.00 reI 12P17R. Larger translonner £12.00 I'll 12PM R.

£33.95. PLUS madditlonel

panel. £14.00 REF 14P200RA.

£2.00 special packaging charge on this
item in addition to $.00 PP charge.

WIND UP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FWAM Radio takes
rechargeable batteries. Complete with hand charger and odor
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 200MAH 1.2V PACK OF 10
£4.00 REF 4P92R. PACK OF 100 £30.00 REF ”PIER
FRESNEI. MAGNIFVINC LENS. 83 x 52mm £1.00 roi 50027R.
12V 19A TRANSFORMER Ex equipment £20 butOK
POWER SUPPLI. Made for the Spectrum plus 2 give +5 0
2A. +12 QTOOmA e -12 c 50rnA. £8 rel OSP3
UNIVERSAL BATv CHARGER. Takes M's. C‘s. 0‘s and
PPS niceds. Holds up to 5 batteries at once. New and used. mains
operated. £6.00 rel 6P36R.
IN CAR POWER SUPPLY. Plugs into cigar sodcet and ﬁves
3.156.153, and 12v counts at BOOmA Coupleie with universal
spider plug. £5.00 ref 5P167R.
QUICK CUPPA? 12v immerdon heater with lead and o'garllghter
plug £3.00 rel' 3P92R. Ideal for tea on the more!
LED PACK .50 red. 50 green. 50 yellow all 5mm £8.00 rel 81°52
”OK 525' DISK DRIVE. Industry standard. ideal replacement or
second drive tor most computers £9.00 EACH reI:x9P1.
FPO PSU 131W 13A (not plug In). £10.11) EACH. REF: X10PI.

W
12V zoom GLASS SOLAR PANEL.
12" 1: I T in dimension £15.00 EACH. ref: 15P42.
.4511 70mm SOLAR CELL.
silicon plastic mcepsulated. 95 x 65 x 15m in dime.
£3.00 EACH. ref: 3P“.
.ISV 400nm SOLAR CELL
silicon plastic mapsulated. 75 x 45 x 7.5mm in diam.
£2.00 EACH. ref: 1P1”.
.45V 100ml! SOLAR CELL.
silicon plastic mcnpauleied. 45 x 26 x 7.5mm in dims.
£1.00 EACH. ref: 110631.
sou: OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY II UNLICEIIIABLE l TIIE UK

INDUC'HVE AMPS £0.00
Made for amplifying a telephone handset for

thehardol’hearing. However-11m holdune

against a piece of wire carrying a telephone
conversaﬂonyoucanhearboﬂx sides ofthe
conversatiuntltcanalaobeuacdforn'acingllvc
wires in a wall or detecting cables earring mains
etc. Fully cased complete with battery and ﬁxing
strap. Aprox 25' diameter 1' thick.
Our Price $5.00 Our Ref :WPII
CHIS“ COLOUR MONITOR 870.00
Refurbished monitor suitable for many home
computers standard RGB input.
Our Price $79.00 Our Ref :EA'IOPII

ARCHEMEOTEB A3000 PBU £10.00
A compact switch mode PSU with on/oif switch.
selectable voltage input 110!240. NEW DIP via
11y leads. GOOD STOCKS AVAILABLE.

Our Price $10.00 Our Ref :EAlOPl 1

ANSWERPHONES tom only $18.00
Yes its true 31‘ approved push button dialling.
These are customer returned units and have two
faults. We will supply you with a chip to cure one
fault then you have to sort out the other problem!
NON RETURNABLE.
Prices:

£18.00 each. REF: EAISP‘ZI
£60.00 PK“! 4. REF: EABOPZI
PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM 811.00
'PAL' Portable Multl Beam Scanning System.
Lockable Stand—alone PIR unit with removable
keys [3 supplied). This unit uses a PPS battery
and when activated emits a piercing SHRILLI The
unit scans the room and memorisca the layout.
Should this change. the alarm is triggered. There
Is a 60 second exit delay.

Our Price $17.00 Our Ref

:EA17P11

PIR MOVEMENT DETECTOR £15.00

Once againwehave aquired. stockeofthia

lincandareable to oﬂ'eryou averyhlgrquality
and professional detector at only "£15”. Range:

201:: with a so, are. Day and Night Mode Dims:

l5clnx 9cm x 11m. New and boxed. complete
with installation
OurPl'loe £10.00 Our Ref :EAIOPRI

MANY MORE SPECIAL OFFERS
IN OUR REGULAR NEWSLETTERS
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he common or garden
loudspeaker is the 2 way moving
coil type with a crossover

frequency of about 3KHz. Electrostatic
speakers apart, a single drive unit .
cannot accurately'reproduce most. of the
audio frequenc y range by itself. Thus 2

way designs are prevalent and they
work well, but in order to do so they
need the necessary evil of a crossover
network. This divides the frequency
range into segments that the drive units
can ably handle. Oddly enough,
successful 3 way designs are few and

far between, and later I will discuss a
possible reason for this.

The crossover can have bad effects
on the frequency response. directivity,
polar response and imaging of the

speaker.
Active speaker designs have
appeared over the years in other

magazines like the writer's Consort
design enable a technique to improve
the performance at the crossover
frequency. For reasons which will be

seen, the crossover is an ideal
application of the relatively new Digital
signal processing (DSP) chips. Speaker
products using these chips are now
coming on to the market.

Cross-over points
The function of a cross-over is to

provide a seamless join between the
sound of a mid/bass driver and a
tweeter, so that an integrated acoustic

response, rather than a set of separate
sound sources, is produced. That
alliteration would be a good test of
sibilance! A filter network with a low
pass shape is used for the midlbass and
a high pass shape for the tweeter. A few
designers use the natural roll—off with

Ideally one would make the crossover
frequency higher than 3KHz if the
tweeter resonance was 1.5KHz.

Break-up, by the way, is the name
given to a pattern of cone ﬂexure, both
along its radius and around its

circumference, which can cause severe
peaks and troughs in the response curve
(see Figure 1).

The crossover can
have bad effects on
the frequency
response, directivity,
polar response and
imaging of the
speaker.
frequency of the drive units as all or
part of the ﬁlter. Unfortunately the
natural roll-off usually does not occur at

the cross—over frequency required. Just
to show it can be done, the critically
acclaimed Epos E S l l loudspeaker has a
crossover network consisting of one
capacitor!
Generally a fast rate cut-off is

required so that resonance and cone
break-up effects are not excited. For
instance if the cross-over is at 3KHz and
the tweeter resonance is 1.5KHz i.e one
octave below, the ﬁlter slope should be
24dB/octave. This would make any
resonance effects virtually inaudible.

Some people only concern
themselves with the ﬁlter amplitude
response, but one should consider the
phase response at the cross-over

frequency. This is where the two
drivers, that is, the woofer and tweeter.
are contributing equally to the acoustic

so-called minimum phase

characteristics.
Then everything is OK, yes? No,
I’m afraid not because the two voice
coils are in different positions. The

voice coil is the effective source of the
sound. Typically, the path length
between each of the sources and the
listeners car are different. These

P

phase problem. As readers may

differences will be a signiﬁcant part of

be aware, a square wave is made

a wavelength at the crossover

up of the fundamental frequency

frequency. If the distance was half a
wavelength (ie lSOdeg.) then you would
get no output.
Let’s explain. Figure 3 shows two

plus its odd order harmonics. If
the crossover time shifts any of
the harmonics with respect to the

Woofer

fundamental, you no longer have
a square wave (see Figure 2).

Communication engineers
have the problem of trying to

preserve a square wave shape and
they use maximally ﬂat time
delay filters. These have a constant
output. If the two drivers are producing
sound waves of equal loudness, 180
degrees apart, then you will get zero
output. The positive pressure wave from

one driver is cancelled by the negative
wave from the other.
Furthermore, a lot of controversy
amongst the experts is caused by

considering the question, should the
loudspeaker be able to reproduce square
waves or not? Of course they should, is
the usual reply. However, 99% of
speakers do not reproduce square waves
correctly, and this is also down to the

delay with frequency, which preserves
the shape. This is referred to as a linear
phase ﬁlter. The question is, is poor
reproduction of a square wave audible?
Back to the experts who cannot agree...

Fazed?
Let us assume there are no phase
differences in the two ﬁlters feeding the
bass and treble speakers. Actually, this
is a false premise, but for now it

simpliﬁes things. Let us assume also,
that the speakers themselves do not have
any differences. This is a fair
assumption since drivers tend to have

drivers mounted in a bafﬂe. The path
length from voice coil to listener at

point P will be different, unless the
sources are equidistant from P.

Figure 4 shows the cross-over
characteristics with path length delays
of 1/8, 1/4 and [.12 a wavelength, for a
6dB per octave cross—over and for a

24dB per octave one. As the 24dB
crossover is quicker, the disturbance

occupies a much smaller portion of the
frequency hand. So much for those
proponents of simple low order crossovers (however these have a virtue,
which [ will come to later). Figure 5
shows the'response of a commercial

speaker, which has a noticeable dip in
the response, commonly referred to as a
‘suck-out’. You often see a slight dip in
the response at cross—over.

All this explains why there was a
vogue a few years back for peculiar

by Peter Roberts B. Eng (Tech)

Holatlve sound pressure
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drive unit voice coils in line (or
' coplanar),- the so—called linear phase

speaker. A sloped bafﬂe can give the
same effect and these are more common
now. Recently KEF loudspeakers
produced a Uni-Q combination driver.
This is a coaxial, coplanar unit with the
tweeter virtually inside the woofer voice
coil, to overcome the problem. The
Tannoy co-axial drivers of yore (still
going strong), got fairly close to this

Relative sound pressure

ideal, but are not coplanar.
Recently Morel brought out their
tweeter, which can be fixed
mount
top
on top of a cabinet in a position which
gives time alignment. The B&W 805
speaker, I believe, originated this
,
approach.
With active speakers there is no
need for such measures. One can simply
electronically delay the tweeter signal
so that even with the voice coils not
being mechanically aligned, the two
drivers are in phase.

Delay llnes
The question is, how to delay the signal.
Bucket brigade type delay chips could

be used but l feel they are too noisy, and
the digital approach of analogue to
_

digital converter (ADC), memory

storage, delayed memory recall and

Interestingly, Celestion has just introduced their DLP 600 digital
loudspeaker processor which uses an
Analog Devices DSP (Digital signal
processing) chip to do the job. This

+5

device sits in the digital link between
CD transport and a separate DAC, thus
eliminating the ADC.
Philips has moved a stage further
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frequency response and give linear
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frequency range, however. Other
companies active (no pun intended) in

l
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with their DSSQ30 digital active
loudspeaker which uses a DSP chip to
provide the crossover ﬁlters, ﬂatten the

l
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phase across most of the audio
frequency range. As such, it is an ideal
application of the DSP technique which
uses a highly integrated piece of silicon
to replace an elaborate ediﬁce of
analogue electronics. Square wave
rendition is good with this speaker. The
bass response of the basic DSS930
system does not live up to the rest of the

.
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digital to analogue conversion (DAC)
seems too complex, if discrete chips are
used.
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I the DSP speaker ﬁeld are 38:“! and
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more drive units you have, the worse it

If you simply want to
compensate for the delay, then
Linkwitz in his classic article,
Loudspeaker system design

gets! Perhaps this is why there are not
so many good 3 way designs around.
Authorities seem to differ about
directivity, which is another way of

(Wireless World May/June 78)

quantifying the polar response, or the

showed how this can be done
using all pass ﬁlter networks (see
Figure 6, a cascade of 4 such
ﬁlters). Here is a use for an
apparently useless ﬁlter, since

sound ﬁeld produced. Linkwitz
reckoned that a wide ﬁeld was good,
while others say that a narrowish ﬁeld is
better. The ultimate in wide ﬁeld design
is the Canon design which is claimed to

although the amplitude response
does not change with frequency,
the phase does, and this property
can be used to effect the delay.
Now what you need to
know is the relative distance between
the voice coils, the velocity of sound in
air and the cross-over frequency.
Knowing these one can calculate the
time taken for the sound to travel from
the woofer to the tweeter. From this, the
wavelength fraction. and therefore the
phase delay, can be deduced.

give a good stereo image over more of

the room than conventional speakers.
Supporters of the narrow ﬁeld say that if
you have a wide ﬁeld the sound will
bounce off other objects in the room.
This will add to the direct image andmuddy it. The ear is good at resolving

are different again! If you plot the
points in the sound ﬁeld which have the
same sound pressure level (SPL) you

Poles apart

get the polar diagram of the speaker
system at the cross-over frequency. This
is shewn in Fig 8. This pattern will have
fewer lobes the closer the drivers are

Is everything OK now? Well, not quite.
Consider Figure 7. The listener has
moved to a point P1. The path lengths

shows that the business of integrating
drive units is a complex one, and the

mounted vertically together. All this

where the image is, however. A related
instance is the cocktail party effect
where, at the party, there are several

conversations going on at once, all
within earshot. One can ‘tune in’ to each
of these conversations in turn. If you are

lucky enough to move in such. circles
and ﬁnd you cannot do this, I suggest
you get your brain checked or stop your
consumption of certain beverages! This
effect has been referred to as steerable

ELECTRONICS in ACTION

J. W '

effect has been referred to as steerable
directivity.
I have designed a circuit (Figure 6)
according to the principles of Linkwitz.
Several stages are required to effect the
delay. Four stages of 35us each are used
for the Consort.
This additional circuit gives an
improvement in the image depth on
appropriate recorded material. For those

who would like to try it, a layout is
given in Figure 9. The potentiometer is
removed from the original Consort
board and the input, output and ground
connections to the new board taken

‘ c1

from the pot pads. The
delay circuit gets its power

from the onboard
regulators on the

Consort board. The
circuit could be tried
on the Flatmate speaker (ETI May 90)

by making the resistor value 16Kohms.
I repeat, is everything OK now?
Again the answer not quite! Something
we have not considered is the phase
response of atypical crossover ﬁlter

will not be constant. It will not have
linear phase characteristics and the

phase response varies with the type of

TWEETEH

ﬁlter used. Further, different
cross-over ﬁlter types give

disparate directivity patterns at the
crossover frequency, also the pattern
can move as the frequency changes.
Moreover, the impedance of the

drive units will vary with frequency and
this will affect the ﬁlter response. See
Figure 10 for some common passive
crossover ﬁlter types and their pros and
cons. The values given assume 8 ohm
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loudspeakers published
response curve around 3SKHz. Lastly. one active
Tom-hr

cross—over technique I
- ,

have not mentioned, is that

“Tm

of subtraction. The high

'

pass signal, for the tweeter,

is generated by ﬁltering
and then subtracted from
the original signal, to give
the low pass signal, for the
woofer. Two well-known
theorists in the audio ﬁeld,
Lipshitz and Vanderkooy
realised that most of the
problems in crossovers
happen because of the

To m
LP ﬁller

(a)
Time Delay

m

phase shift (or time delay)

1'. m

in the normal low pass
ﬁlter. They derived the

I" Filler

[II]

high pass signal from the
low pass by subtraction.
and put a compensating

drivers and 3KHz crossover frequency.
The fourth order active type, the so-

called Linkwitz-Riley crossover is used

on the Consort. This has the advantage
of fast cut-off, also there is no phase

difference between the two outputs.
This analysis shows it is tricky to

design crossovers, but perhaps you can
now see why you see a dip or peak in. a

time delay in the high pass side, to
- 'equalise the delay. (Figure 11). This

gives perfect amplitude response and
linear phase response, so it should give
good square wave reproduction. This
delay is not the same one as the driver

alignment delay. This last technique
seems promising and worthwhile for a
future project.
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; ' TBook?
Bob Garrioch from Frax
Ltd. tells of the exciting
new developments

he idea of putting books onto a
ﬂoppy disks is not new, but
integrating photo-quality images
with the text is.
This new product called
SMARTBook will combine text,
fractally compress images and PCX ﬁles
to create an electronic book. Hypertext
or SmartWords are used as links
between pages, words and areas. The
images are compressed using Fractal
Transform technology and so up to 100
full colour images together with text and
playback software can be included on a
single stand-alone diskette. It does not
require additional software or hardware
to run and can be viewed on any 386SX
(or upwards) machine and SVGA 256

colour graphics card.
In short you can now have any
combination of photographs and text all
together on one ﬂoppy disk. The main
advantage to this is that whilst not
everyone with a computer has a CDROM drive, almost everyone is bound

to have a ﬂoppy disc drive. The best
electronic book in the world is not much
good if hardly anyone can read it!
The concept represents a giant step
forward in the world of electronic
media, and is proving to be of
tremendous benefit in many areas of
Education, Medicine, Distance
Learning, Catalogues and Technical

Reports to name but a few.
Files of IOKb can also be handled
easily and economically on PCs,
networks and communication lines,

yielding tremendous savings in storage
and communication costs. In the time it
used to take to transmit l or 2 images
you can now transmit an entire book

containing 100 images!
Uniquely, Fractal Image ﬁles are
resolution-independent, and Frax as a
company is involved primarily with the

OCTOBER 1993

made in getting an
illustrated book
published on disk.

These three pictures are
the Images that were ret
from .a 1 .MMb diskette. lt‘__
possible to cram about 100

€66183801.30

NOILOV “l SDINOHLO’E’IEI

similar images onto the same
disk '' .

implementation of

help in this sphere Frax offers a bureau

Fractal
Technology and in
particular the creation or
authoring of Electronic Books and the

sending hisfher pictures (slides;t
transparenciesl'prints etc.) to Frax and

sale of softwarefhardware developed in
conjunction with ourselves and other
companies involving Fractal Transform
Technology.

fractally, put them onto a disk and
return the disk and original images to
the author ready for insertion into their
book.
-

service which entails the author merely

Frax will digitise them. compress them

Level 1
For the person with all the
necessary equipment and wants to
author.

Why Fractals?
Image compression has always been a
tremendous problem in terms of storage
for a standard PC type computer. The
solution to this problem, adopted by
Frax, was discovered by Dr. Michael
Barnsley of Iterated Systems, who has
researched the image compression
potential of Fractals for over a decade.
This led him to the discovery of the
Fractal Transform, a mathematical

technique for automating the
recognition of Fractal patterns in realworld images (photographs). The
compressed images produce very small
Fractal Image Format {F[F) ﬁles.

typically reducing a 640 x 400 24-bit
true colour image ﬁle from 768Kb down
to just 10Kb.

So what do Iyou need to
make a boo ?.
There are a variety of levels that wouldbe authors can commence at. and this is
primari associated with the equipment
already in place and of course the usual
other constraint called money.
Frax has tried to adopt a 3 tier
system designed to suit the various
levels of the pocket.

Existing Equipment
1 A 3865K or greater PC.
2 Some form of Video Capture Card.
3 Some form of digital camera or
scanner.
What else is required?
1 An Image compression package
called Images Incorporated V3
costing £299.00
2 The SMARTBook authoring system
costing £499.00.

Level 3
For the person who does or does not
have the equipment, does not want to
author, but wants a n electronic book.
The text and images are supplied
and Frax authors the whole book. The
cost of this is based on the number and
complexity of the pages involved.

Queetiou:- But what if I want a
thousand copies how do I do it?
Once the author has made his or

Level 2

For the person who does not have all the!
equipment but wants to author.
Existing Equipment
A 3BGSX or greater PC.
What else is required?
Only the SMARTBook authoring
system costing £499.00.

- her ‘Master Book’ they simply send the
book to Frax, who then takes care of all

the rest. Frax will arrange for the
veriﬁcation (i.e. virus checking) of the

disk, duplicate the book to disk, and
send all the disks back to the author in
boxes of either singles, 10‘s, or 100’s.

Question; OK so how much does all
this cost?

Question. How do I get the images if I

don’t have the equipment?

In an effort to differentiate an
electronic book from that of an ordinary

One of the things experienced by
Frax is that not all authors have the
budget to invest in image capture boards
and expensive cameras, therefore to

diSk, Frax has arranged that all discs
will be yellow 1.44Mb disks bearing a
hologram. As a guide the following
prices apply:-

1.25

support the emergency planning and

1.15
l . 10
1.05
0.95
0.8 l
0.73

management aspects of the Civil
Protection Agencies, more commonly

known as the Police, Fire, Ambulance
and Local Authorities. They are
responsible for the control of things like
ﬂoods, major ﬁres, pollution incidents,
air crashes and other similar events.

The above list includes:l.44Mb High Density Yellow disc.
Hologram applied.

' Veriﬁcation of Virus Free status.
Duplication of the master book to
disc.

5

All royalties payable.
If the author also wants labels to be
designed and applied and the disk put
into separate holders then that too can
be organised by Frax - in effect a one
stop electronic publishing system.
As a special offer the latest
SMARTBook authoring system, version
3 will be going out bundled with the
following products:- Images
Incorporated Version 3, and Neopaint.
This will give the author the ability to
not only convert and compress their
Fractal Images but also to do very

sophisticated art work with their PCX
files in Neopaint before creating their
book utilising the SMARTBook

These events routinely involve the
organisation of disparate resources
operating in scattered locations.
‘Incident managers’ as the services like
to call themselves require detailed and
timely information about a wide range
of objects. The increasing complexity

of this task in information gathering
means that active decision support
systems are wanted more than ever. For
if mistakes are made, and under the

watchful eye of the public, it can cost
dearly both in terms of public and
private costs, increased risk to life and
failure to reduce the losses in a disaster.
Of course, this requirement exists

in all countries, although the complexity
of the problem is greatest in populated
industrialised communities. Most
agencies still use paper based
geographic information together with
simple text based information in either
computers or conventional systems.

authoring system. The normal retail

Much of the data-is currently

price of the above packages would be
£850.00 however the bundle will retail
at £630.00 a saving of 25%.
For further information about

unconnected and in non standardised
formats.
The project aims to integrate a
number of existing systems and mould
them into a new product for the Civil
Protection Agencies.

SMARTBook please contact:-

Frax Limited
8 Rubislaw Terrace
Aberdeen
Fax:- 11224-620789
Tel:-0224-621144
In order to get the feel of the
SMARTBook. Frax has produced a
SMARTBook Demo disk and is offering
it to readers in association with
Electronics in Action. Should you be
interested in the authoring system why
not ﬁll in the coupon to receive your
free demo disk.

This product will then be able to

how they relate to each other. The
system will have active decision support
capabilities.

The delivery system called
‘SmallWorld’. acts at the heart of the
database. It’s current display will be
supplemented by fractal images stored
in the computer and the total package
will integrate outside data using
standardised interfaces. The project
aims to help in the current moves to

standardise the description of objects in
this area.

The project team includes technical
and subject experts in the database, GIS,
image data collection and associated
areas. The prototype will be tested on
any major incidents that might occur in

Scotland and for Post-earthquake
planning in Greece.
Eventually, this information system
will be sold as a package and could be

used as a database population service. in
application expertise or in technical
support services.
The POGIS team will be made up of:Frax Ltd.
Fractal Expertise.
Sylaco Aberdeen
Satellite positioning specialists.
Tangent Technology Design
Touch pen hand held PCs for data
collection.
SmallWorld Systems
GIS system manufacturers.

Grampian Regional Council
& two Greek Partners.
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Free Smart Book Demo Disk Offer
Print in BLOCK CAPITALS Allow 28 days for delivery
Name

Address

Postcode ............................................

i Send In the completed coupon with 2 x 20p coins stock to a card for postage and

i packing to: Frax Demo Disk Offer, Electronics In Action,

POGIS: A new venture

i

However Frax does not only produce

software. As an example of the
diversity of the company one of the
more adventurous projects they are
involved in is something called
PAN OPTIC GEOGRAPHICAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM or
POGIS.
An EEC Grant potentially in excess
of over £300,000 has been awarded to
Flax as project leader of POGIS.

E
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[’0 Box 600, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 lNL
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1000-9399

10,000-49,999
50,000—99,000
100,000-249,999
250,000-499,999
500,000-999,999
1,000,000+

help the authorities to make the correct .
decision in the event of a disaster. The
database will have a knowledge of
where things are at any one time and

ELECTRONICS in ACTION

The project will provide a delivery
vehicle and an information service to

Total Cost

.....................:_i

1.35

Volume

. 0—4999

V to do w i i
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. Why not
eas below and
ark of an ideaix“
I d take from

in print. The ideas below may
' n be a cause to write in to our letters
age to discuss the ideas you have.

Some of them may well have been
dgsi
le

ed and built at high commercial
(1 high cost but it may be you
. d have to ‘
thought of a quick and easy route
oject for
acheiving the same end and at much
' V ondering
.ost aswell..The exercise here could
also lead to other less costly innovative
5 page and he ful
ﬁns.

_ ' gular feature. A-. 00

.5 know the idea c-

-

you

eived

rself, and it might if
ariation
these themes, get
‘ ng
prototype to;_- u think others

Start Of - " ‘
brainstorm ‘ i " u m n -

mm .

our efforts in print,

‘ with the details to us and we
will seriously consider publishing it.
You will of—course be rewarded for your

' They will not appear in any
particular order so keep a look out:
every month. Very soon Electronics in
Action could be printing lists of 'Centres

of Excellence' where it would be the
place to be for an informal chat and to
openly discuss these and other ideas in a
sort of brainstorming session.

MTRON IWR- G l ﬂ ﬂ t m m m.................91253
mm1N5 m s51!; mg m
J
HE'MEIT PRISKAFID m Bendl“ m5 112
HILPSPIESEIIMIIWME Wallet GPB
mall DIN mmmlm‘lt-m_
WHEONI Dlgld Frequencr Meter 2181i 1042\- 311MHz.
W W I Universal Counter Th'eMTDC 02000.
W I Unmal CMRIIITWMDC‘WH

WE H A V E T H E WlDEST CHOICE OF
U S E D OSCILLOSCDPES I N THE COUNTRY
TEKTRONIX 7000 SERIES OSCILLOSCOPES
Dual Trace plug—in with TB from £200
Whammy-i" options available. 4Traoes.‘

etc PLUG-INS SOLD SEPARATELY

PHILJPS soesz-I channels IooMHz dual Te Delay“
Sweep...mo
we: 0086102“ 3 Charmer i. MEI-5mg
robin-I: 0a
mrsrrRiupioisooswsqlTriuII-Iz-m

FEEDBAﬁltFGﬁnSine’SdTriU.l-IIJIJIIH2....
HULMTEHSHWWWIGWIMW '
TradistrTesler r m
on

HP ”40A Duel Tlaee mil-I:
TEKTHONIXQ2t5A Dual Trace
Hz
Sweep
PHIUPS m1? Dual Trace MHZ Del-Hymn
HIT-Mill V422 Dual Trace m
.................
WPMEM 098 Dual Trace WIPE Dale
m
m Duﬂ Trade 40MHz Dela Shrew
KIWI 5530 Dual Trm Sal-1H2
GOLIDCEIIN DualTrace 30MHZ ..
HIT-lull V225 Dual Trade MHZ CRT
GOULDOSSDD DudTracs 20ml:
m
m Dual Trace 1M2.
TEKTHCNIX 400 Malinda IMSIBIBQE.
THIS IS MST A SAMPLE. WM“ OTHER AVNLABLE

Wlﬂﬂﬁﬂmmmﬂcﬁeda'm
MMKEMMRWW
FWPSUT‘I’SMTWWIIM

AUTONA LTD
sleading module manufacturer sine-319M

SECURITY EQUIPMENT
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
2000 SERIES

BM
l]...llli

HICROPROCESSOR CONTROL UNITS

* EASY TO INSTALL ‘k SIMPLE TO .USE

FIIFIIELLPEJJLNEOIWlJ-Aﬂﬂeleied
mD-W'I'BM
Ernie-113101003010
HPEESEIIWMHTIIINW.

0 Auto alarm reset
and reduction

“meme Whﬂmmmmmz-lmcm
mom-.5022 M‘FM-Slgiﬂen lDKHz— IGHL........

e Alarm sounded memory
e Intelligent exit delay

FARfﬁLUlSZﬂ FIF Million. .
MEL 9190 deacon Illairmeter lll-l[*lr! 3W—
FARNEU. Isolating Translormers

GU500,2A10V SDDVA. unused...

...."ESO

e Built in loop checks

m
MN“): No}. Mr 10MHl-I.5GHI mailman .
LYONS FGTM Pulea Gan. PRF l-ZOMH'L
W I 2610 TM HMS Volhnalor...

These brand new control panels use state
of the art electronics to provide highly

men OSCILLOSZXIPE l'Nl DDS Triole Tram 101M: Delay mm .BSlT

GOULD Blunation W 0 Logic Await.

Fmpmﬂglﬁlw 5!] [39! W
10WH?‘52WI‘Q.M moorJILLOImPEI—lieor 000lSﬂllrlzDelarm.... use
OSCLLOSIXJPE ”1203.300! Trade We Weill Tatum
LEADER LSGEIBM‘FM Sig‘GenD.1-3"s 1'5-1 ISMHZ.£400 m
ICETHLY tar a I)! dugtAutaranglrlg Micmlt DMM um IEEEJIZEO m
OSCILLOSOCIFE W053 0nd Trade MR: Dijld Storage._.$553

AI are models aiaiane- an

effective protection of the home. ottice or factory
when used. with all Sizes of security systems.

Atrractiveiy styled in a steel case and supplied '

men onmprim

with full instructions.

BLACllS‘Ilﬂ-mlmalullsﬁj

Detailed colour brochure available.

IF “IT IIII'lh ESSA I! IF Plug-en lull-t:-1mHz.
HP 141T Ullh 5545 SI 55528 SDOKHz- IZSOMHZ

£4395

MINIATURE PASSIVE lNFRA-RED SENSOR-RP33
Switchable Dual range, detects intruders up to 6 or 12 metres
Quantity
This advanced sensor operates by detecting the body
discounts
heat of a n intruder moving within [he detection field.

oer.
Samson
MOOLOLIFI BAH GEIIEMTOR PIT‘r'Nldeli........
ummmwm

I-P1merillI05589100KHz-1m
HPEBZAUJIEHZESEKHT

'

l l ’Hi

start at 3
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Used Equipment GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied lf possible
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SIRE or telephone for lists. Please check availability before ordering.

CARRIAGE all units E16. \I'I'iTto be added In total of Goods and Carriage

STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAIII ROAD, READING, BERKS RGIIIPL
TELEPHONEW M1Fax: 0734 1696
Cdlere Welcome

landIyto Fri

Slow ambient changes such as radiators. etc. are _

unitg Ignored. Easily installed in a room or hallway. Providing
reliable operation from a 12V supply. it is ideal for use
With the CA1382 or equivalent high quality control unit.
Size 30501d
Supplied with full instructions.

50FT INFRA-RED
BEAM-IR 1470

DIGITAL ULTRASONIC
DETECTOR-U5 5063
Variable sensitivity,

12\iIr system for

Spill Thunder)

' n f e r n a l a n d external

adjustable NOISE

threshold. with built in
timers. ideal
fclirvehicie

'_ application.

£1 4.93
.heerlior mldel lrenelermere 225.!105—0-105
light with output wave form chart
5! 3.96
manly til-290235 secondary
tic-DI: cerium-nor Reliability model V12P5 12V
£29.95
in 5V 200mﬁi out 300V input to oumut Isolation
Lﬁle 8mm or 5mm red or green
tip each
wi'lI‘I date £4.95 each or pack of lien £39.50 '”low
l l p each
Hﬂl kittenslty red.green or yellow 5mm EIJp eacn
Hour munter used ? digil 240V AC 50H: £1.45
We tide l p earth or £6.95 per 1000 £49.60 per 10.000 DWEHTY keyboard 50 key Duality switches nem- £5.00
knell stepping melon! phaae12v 15' step
Airport Adm-C large stepping motor 14V
7.5' step E r e h m sBmm die body 3.3mm shall £0.95
mile
08.95
Willa? stepping motor drier chip £4.95
or @0030 for a box or 30
capacitors box type 22.5mm lead pitch
Hull“! nllolic leciet copperclad epoory glass boards m
Dener'lelons single sided
dome sided
0.9m zoovoc 18p each ”01004- ”1000+
an ifclree
ruI zsovoc 20p aachJSp 100+.rop1mm
£0.95
21.07
m Riches
£2.40
£2.88
2.2m 25woc 30p eech.20p100+.16p1000+
£5.37

—

3.3m Toovoc 30p aach.20p100+ tsp room

£10.68

—

Iul 50V bboler electrolytic meat leads 159 each
15p 1000+ 022uF 250V polyester axial leads 159 each

“ 1 2 inches
‘h'lz inches

Mutable Bettarlee

MIHPTIEIJIIIAH

00.99

7.5» 100+

M SWIMH with solder tags

£1.55

Philh- r23 earl-e solid aluminium axial leads

M

TDOIIIAH

E1 .95

eauF 10v 3. 2.2uF 40v 4013 each. 25p 100+

CIHP1 1] LOAH

92.20

Fhl‘lbe roe eerlee 220F 63V axial 309 each 159 10004

2.8.00

Multilayer avx ceramic capacitors all 5mm pitch 100v

p cm warn solderlags

lDOpF.1509F.220pF.lU.0009Ftl0nI109 each

Drum} 1.2AH

£2.60

o MM with solder lags

€4.95

5p 100+ 3.5p1000+ EdJOpF messiah Irilll'ner cop

PPS 9.4V 1 lOllIN-l
min with colder tape
sun 0 with eodder lags

£4.95
£1.55
£2.50

q

A» [HP1BI raomAl—I

£1.75

650 ohm 2 W metal ﬁlm resislor 4p100+.2p1000+

Rh 10mm d i a 1 . 2 \ t

Welleyn W23 5W120ohm 36p each mp 101‘»
Solid carbon resistorslrery low Inductance heel for
We have a range of 0.2691 (Low III! and 2w solid
carbon resislors please send SAE Ior list.
Intelligent 4 digit alphanumeric (5:? am 0.145'jled LED
displeyfz pin 0.6 mm wide padnage Siemens type
DLR1414 E 5 0 each £2.00 30+

data sheets £1.00

AMD 27256-3 EPFIOMB £2.00 each £1.25100+

DIP switch 3Pco 12 pin [ERG soc-3.023:

309 each 40p 100+

Disk drive bones for 5.25 disk dive «in room [or a power

£1.45

4.0V

will)” light greyr plastic dfxzsm-en
Hand held ultrasonic remote control £3.95

m

F 20V £2.50 87000uF 10‘!

£1.95

15V £2.95 I M F Isl!

01.60

“

F 60V £4.95

wiil also work as a neon light 20p each or £150 per100
A23 12V ballery for car alarms cIr lighters 759 eadl
£250.00 per TDD

7'12 and 7 9 1 2 1 2 ! I A regulators

Us FEI' low leakage current 55073
use 10!- 7.95 100+
m

P channel MDSFET

E550 Iranslslor
uses hex inverter
d
9748 Mlcroconlroler
m

£1.80
€1.10 too.
£12.95 each

£0.45

£3.95 per 100
£10.00 per I00
£3.50

UHF Limiting anlplifier L C 16 surlac?

"sling package with data -..Ifcel
"7502 £1.25 each

m

£0.45
£0.05

220.“) per 1 0 0

mean: TOG case Variable regulator

a loo tool

u
- by“ gun tiermlnrtri
a signal will:
de w

A popular module with tens of thousands
installed. ideal for domestic applications.
Supply rail Ell—SUV with loads of 8-16 ohms.

MM loo-BUDGET 3-INPUT Ml ER
With a hoot of features including 3 individual level controls. a master volume
and separate bass and treble control it provides for inputs for microphone.
magnetic pick— up and tape or second pick-up {selectable}. and yet costs
considerably less than competitive units.
This module IS ideal for discos and public
address units and operates from 45V-TOV.

£7.95 or £49.50 IDI' 1 0

£3.95

ecel battery 94x25mm die [”26 celle}r:3.50
m
t grade capecltore with screw oermlnals

m
l common anode LEDdlspIay 12mm
MIATSJJ leer drop all! 50' regulelnr
T m package

A rugged high powered module that is ideal for
use in discos 8. PA. Systems where powers of up
to 125W. 4 ohms are required. The heavy duty
output transistors ensure stable and reliable
performance. it is currently supplied to a large
number of equipment manufacturers where
reliability and performance are the main
considerations. whilst for others its low price is .9
the maior factor. Operating from a Supply
voltage of 40—80V into loads from 4—16 ohms.

R F circuits 270nm 2W.Sﬂdhlll 2W 251} each 159100+

ﬁ e l d l'i'lrnrnxferhm die with led 8: black
n

* AUDIO MODU LES *

STUVAC "mot start capecilforidialectrol type

containing no pcbs} case or £49.50 for To

ue M with tags iPhlIlps CTVJ
£1.95
heard chug-r charges I .M cells 'n 5 hours
a m or De in 12-14 hours+lP3 (1.2.3 or 4
oele may be charged at a lime:
06.96
power charger as above but charges the
W
OeerlsinshoureAAaCc and Demuelbe
M d In 23 or 4:
£10.95
ﬁestel am" pleeee check for avellelllllty
smaculuermm
£3.95
F Gal with solder lags 1.2V
£4.30

FULL RANGE OF CONTACTS. CABLE. SIRENS ETC.:—
FOR COMPLETE SECURITY INSTALLATIONS

£1.95
900 IOUI-

6p1000+
ack plug and 993
- . q flickering

CVZ-IBE g a a relay 30 x1ﬂlllm die with 3 wiratarlllillals

MM 1006: GUITAR MIXER
As MMtUU with two guitar + 1 microphone
Input Intended for gilita! amplifier applications.

All pludllcls advertised are new and unused

unless otherwise stalled. Wide range of
GRIDS TI'L T-IHC NF Linear Transistors kite.
Rechargztole batteries capacitors
tools etc always in stock.

COMPLETE AUDIO RANGE FROM 1 0-1 25W.

SEND FOR DETAILS TODAY

P l e a s e add £1.95 towards PEP
VA T included in all prices

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatswortll Road
Chesterﬁeld S40 23H
AccessNisa Orders
[0246] 21 1 202
Callers welcome

DEPT E

51 POPPY ROAD
PRINCES RISBOROUGH
BUCKS HP27 DDB
TEL: (0844) 346326
FAX: (0844) 847102

Order by Credit Card for

3

immediate dispatch.
Add V.A.T.
Carriage only £2.00
Export carriage 10%
— minimum £2.00

The page that could bring the world closer together
lectronics in Action in cooperation with The Technology
Exchange Ltd, the international

technology matchmaking service based
in the UK, will be bringing you each
month a selection of technology
partnership opportunities to which you

A French company with a strong
national distribution network for
batteries, including 6 regional outlets of

are invited to respond.

their own, seeks new batteries and

The Technology Exchange, which
was formed in 1985 as a not-for-proﬁt
technology sourcing service to industry,
holds a bi-annual ‘Technoshop’
Technology Transfer Fair at Heathrow
Airport and several ‘Techmart‘ Fairs
overseas for the United Nations
(UNIDO).
For this issue of Electrtr .ics in
Action, we are presenting a series of

suppliers to increase their product
range. Batteries required cover full ’
range from small watch batteries to

business opportunities from European

ﬁrms seeking technology partners in the
UK indicating on each item whether it is
an offer or a request for products or
technology.
If you believe that you would
qualify to be the partner for any ﬁrms
described in these proﬁles, please write

56618380.100

Offer DP 2
DISTRIBUTION OF
BATTERIES IN FRANCE

large industrial units.

Offer DP 3
ELECTRICAL CHARGERS
AND UNINTERRUPTABLE
POWER SUPPLIES
French manufacturer of the above
quality products seeks a distributor to
cover the entire UK market for
uninterruptable power supplies. The

company also seek commercial
agreements for their range of ‘telephone
chargers’ for central switchboard

Modular system incorporating lockers
of varying sizes, alarm, electronic
safeguard and central control unit for
blocks of up to 32 lockers. Distributors

protection, as well as uninterruptable

wanted.

power supplies for computers.

Offer/Re uest DP 29

to The Technology Exchange quoting
the item number and code letters at the
head of the entry saying how you wish

to respond and enclosing information on
your own organisation and its products
or services.
The only cost associated with this
process is a simple £l0 plus VAT
introduction fee for each entry to which
you respond. For this we will send you
the information which we hold on the
entry, transmit your response to the
source of the entry and invite them to
send you more detailed information
about themselves and their entry.
The code letters on the entry
number indicate the country where the

uest DP 22
Offer/R
DIGITAL ECOGNITION
SOFTWARE

MULTI-Ll GUAL WORD
PROCESSOR MULTIPOLIS

A prototype system has been developed
for encoding and decoding personal
information onto ‘chip-cards’ and paper

A word processor which allows text to
be typed in many languages in the same
document, without changing the
keyboard or system conﬁguration.
Research sponsored by the French
Government now requires input from
various countries for tailoring to

for security control in banks, CNC
machines, stock exchanges and

automobiles. Know-how is offered to a
partner who can apply the technology.

Offer DP B 28
RANGE OF
RECHARGEABLE
SEALED LEAD ACID
BATTERIES

particular markets. Co—operation with
partner which would include
investment, which would be partially

reimbursed by the French Government.
(50 - 70% reimbursement).

partner is located as follows:-

Exclusive distribution for sealed lead
acid batteries from 2 volts to 120 volts.

Code Letters
TOITR — UK; GOM - Belgium;

These high quality batteries incorporate
the latest and most efﬁcient oxygen

Re uest DP 31
OB ECT-ORIENTED
DESIGN METHODOLOGY
SOFTWARE

SOFAD — Spain; GR - Greece; DTO Denmark; IDAIE - Ireland; PME Portugal; SG/SGT - Italy; AIANGIDP

recombination technology, to

Research and development project to

completely eliminate maintenance.
Uses in tools, instruments. medical

produce software tool for software
developers. Urgently require a new
team member to assist in the project and
to take tool back to own organisation for
utilisation and subsequent]y distribution

— France;

equipment, lighting, computers, etc.

B — Bulgaria; ZO/ZL/TVA - Germany.
Please respond directly to: The
Technology Exchange Ltd, Wrest Park,
Silsoe, Bedford MK45 4H8 or Fax:
0525 860664. Phone: 0525 860333.

Offer DP A 28
ELECTRONIC LEI-TLUGGAGE LOCKERS

in home market. Company should have

A new generation of electronic left-

including knowledge of LISP, C and

Please send £10 plus VAT (£1 1.75) per
item with your requests.

luggage lockers, with optional payment
facilities (coins or credit cards).

experience in object-orientated software

MORE NEXT MONTH

Subscribe
.,

g
news-stand price
deliver to your door post paid

o u t - subscribe t-oday by sendlng your,1
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Scrambling Melittr.' ‘

gamut}

Tin- lecheldlna‘ Hamil-ml.
Euro

-Mldilrun-

n

'

Scramln

Systems. rcuite, Tactics 8.
Techniques. By John McCormac.
digital sound, smart cards, pirate
decoders, ior hackers. (The New

Black Book 3).

£29.

World Satellite TV a Scrambling

Methods. 2nd edition, by Baylln,
Madox a McCormac for the
£27.
service engineer.

SYSTEM: Programs 24,23,32 pin EPROMS, EEPROMs.
FLASH Memories and EPFtOM Emulators
as standard, quickly, reliably and at low cost
Expandable to cover virtuall any rogrammable part Including serial EPFt Ms.
PALS, GALs, EPLDs and mlcrocontrollers, in
many different packages.

.
.:

..

Home Satellite TV installation Videotape.
Forty minutes VHS Pal. See how 3 metre

dishes are installed

DESIGN: Not a plug-in card but connecting to the PC

£27.

serial or parallel port; it comes complete with
powerful yet easy to use software, cable and

Satellite Installation Guide. 3rd Edition.
£12.
By John Breeds.
The Satellite Book. 2nd Edition. A complete

manual.

SUPPORT: UK design, manufacture and support. Same

guide to satellite TV Theory. and practice by
£28.
ohn Breeds.

World Satellite Almanac. 3rd Edition by Mark Long 300 Footprints
£5.
Frequencies. Transponder Loading. Orbital Assignments.
WHO System Analysis and Aiming Soltware. 5.25 or 3 5 disk. _(DOS
3.2). Calculates dish size and lists coordinates of all satellites'In view.
Request hard disc version if iootprint graphics are required

.

Wireless. Cable 3. SMATV. Microwave broadcasting 8. cable TV. £30.
Satellite 3. Cable Scrambling and Deacrambling. 2ndEdn.basic theory. £19.
PRICES

II Europe add 10%.
a0.96
P
INCLUDEmﬂs‘ﬁ’foﬁrﬂ

day dispatch, 12 month warranty. 10 day
money back guarantee.

I mm m
MOP ELECTRONICS Ltd

P“ 5““ 09”“
Malmesbu , wIltshire SN16 OBX. UK
Tel: 0686 25146 Fax: 0666 825141

ASK FOR FREE
INFORMATION
PACK

ﬁggmﬁ" 3%"1739071

ITALY

02 921° 35 54

FRANCE 1 69 30 13 79
Also from VEROSPEED UK

Here is a Telescope that will not
see stars but It Is
astronomically
cheap.
Paul Stennlng
provides the
details.

PART O N E
a
Features and Spoclﬂcatlons H
nyone who has used an
oscilloscope would say it is
equipment you can’t do without
because it gives a new insight into
circuit operation. However a

Input Voltage Range

commercial oscilloscope is an expensive

"'_g§erlng modes

piece of equipment. which many people,
hobbyists alike, cannot afford or justify.
The Tele-Scope presented here
allows a normal television (black and
white or colour) to be used as an

oscilloscope display. No modiﬁcation
is required to the television, connection

being made via the aerial (or video
input) socket.
The unit is reasonably low cost,

and uses readily available components.
Setting up is straightforward and
requires no test equipment.
The Tele-Scope may be useful in
education and other applications where
a number of people need to view the
display. The composite video output
could also provide a useful way of
incorporating waveform displays into
training videos etc.
Advantages over a conventional

oscilloscope include a display hold
facility, and the absence of ﬂicker on
slower timebase settings.

Limitations
The unit is not a full oscilloscope
and was designed to be made at
reasonable cost. Consequently there are
some limitations, and it is only fair that
you are made aware of these before
starting construction.

The most signiﬁcant limitation is D

10mV/div to 30V/div In 8 steps

- _ input Coupling

AC to DC

" input Impedance

1M nominal
,, q
(DC) - DC to 20KHz
(AC) - 2H2 to ZOKH _

1 a Bandwidth

32us/div to 66ms£dlvzln
Automatic

Free Running .

Gratlcule
RF olp

. - Vldeo olp
Probe adluhtmam oIp

Display Hold
8 x 8 rectangles
UK Channel 36
.PAL Composite Video
approx 0.8V pk—pk into 75H

-

1V pk-pk nominal at approx 1Kl-lz

Trace vertical position adiustment with zero button
Adjustable triggering level switchable to positive or negative going edge: ‘ ,.

‘gsing a division of.

A

SW2 provides either positive 9

1" or negative edge triggering. if V
Ipuises are present. 013 wilt-I

be charged, switching TRS.
. on. This then switches TR4.
and TR5 off. The rising.‘
,7 edges of the sync pulses

{lipase to pin 6 of i016 via Git
With no sync pulses, TBS .

”ii

8 off (TR4 & 5 on) and
sends the timebase

4

=H-I

uency to pin 6 of 10-18 -remitting in a tree running I»

588388888 S55

1 4 m m

0 " “

sync. This also occurs ‘If '
SW2 was set so that TR3
base is grounded vie R14
ree' Run position)...

f ..

three gates of 1018
son iC18 and 1621 to
5-H ﬂip-ﬂop, being set ('
y the signals from the
circuit, and reset at the and
Sean by pin 12 011021
1 m

high. The first state?‘

"s the timebase.stock ts
101021 and the second
Stilts holds i021 in reset.
third position at SW2-

holds [017 In reset, dismiss
timebase and Ali) .

9

by; R15 (open coliectorJ
.d fed to an invaIter in I02.
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frequency. ‘i‘his is;

the input bandw1dth (frequency range).
The maximum frequency signal that the
unit can display is 20KHz. This is due
primarily to the A-D convertor used,
faster 8 bit converters are available but
are considerably more expensive than
the one used here. Although it means
the unit cannot be used with
microprocessors, it is still handy for
audio work. and digital projects
operating at lower frequencies.
The timebase settings are not
convenient ﬁgures, owing to a divider
circuit on the main system clock (see

Setting up is

straightforward and
requires no test
equipment
‘The Works’). However the time per
1 m

division ﬁgures are given and the period
or frequency of any waveform can
easily be established (although a
calculator may be required).
The input is not protected against
excessive input voltages, since adding
protection caused more problems than it
solved. The Input Range attenuator will
give some protection on all but the
IOmV range. Fortunately the input
ampliﬁer IC is an extremely low cost
device, and can readily be replaced if
the worst happens!
Since the trace is made up of 256
dots it will not necessarily appear as a
continuous line (see screen photo),

however the shape of the trace will
normally be apparent if a suitable
time-base setting is chosen.
There is no external triggering
facility. If the signal is too large to
display it will clip at the top and/or
bottom of the display.
Finally before looking at the
construction. when reading about the
circuit operation is is wise to start with
the main circuit on page 6!.

PCB Construction
The input circuit is constructed
on a single sided PCB. 2" x 3.8" in size.
The component overlay of will be
shown next month. Construction is
straightforward but do not forget the
two links. lC sockets can be used if
desired - one is recommended for 1C1 as
this may have to be replaced if an
excessive input voltage is applied to the
unit. Veropins should be ﬁtted for the >
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off-board connections.
The switch is ﬁtted by cutting the
loops from the ends of the pins, the

holes in the PCB may have to be
enlarged to accommodate the pins.
Alternatively short lengths of tinned
wire may be soldered to the pins and the
assembly then ﬁtted to the PCB. The
switch stop should be set to 8 positions.
The main circuit is constructed on

another single sided PCB, 5" x 7" in
size. The component overlay is shown

Mess

in ﬁgure 3.

.9 a t
4?”?

This board is a little more ﬁddly

to assemble. Firstly the links should be
ﬁtted. There are about 80 of these, and

some run underneath the bodies of IC’s.
Thin (about ZSSWG) tinned copper wire
is recommended for these.
The remaining components can
then be ﬁtted, in the usual size order.
IC sockets may be used, and are
recommended for IC’s 4, 8 and 23 since
these are more expensive. Veropins or

0.1" header strip connectors should be
used for the off—board connections.
If standard 7812 and 7912
devices are used for IC22 and IC23, '
they should be ﬁtted with their metal
tabs towards C21 and C23 (see photo of
main PCB).
The 5V regulator (IC19) will run

56‘3”“

s-s erase/en *’

. ~

ewes7327‘

rather warm and a small heatsink or
metal bracket should be ﬁtted.
Alternatively the regulator could be

The Case

mounted on a metal panel of the case,

functional but not very elegant. It was

The prototype was housed in a
plain aluminum box, 6" x 8" x 2" being

and connected to the PCB with short

also not quite large enough, so

lengths of wire.

something slightly bigger might be
advantageous. A metal box is
preferable for screening, a painted die-

Check the PCB very thoroughly
after construction, as errors can be

difﬁcult to track down with this sort of
circuit — particularly if you do not have
an oscilloscope!

w‘tct
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cast type may be suitable. There are a
several controls on the front panel so a
box with a large front area would
sufﬁce.
The input PCB is mounted on
whatever surface is chosen for the
control panel. by the switch mounting
nut. The input socket and associated
controls for this PCB should be
mounted reasonably close to prevent
noise pick—up.
The whole input PCB assembly

could be screened if required by ﬁtting a
suitable die-cast box or similar around
it. If the base of this box is drilled to
match the panel of the case. it can be
held in place by the control ﬁxings.
This may prove necessary as the

prototype showed a little noise on the
more sensitive input ranges.

The remaining controls should be
positioned away from the input PCB if
possible, again to reduce noise. The
stop on the Timebase switch should be
removed to allow the full 12 positions.
The main PCB should be
mounted towards the rear of the case,

and a suitable hole drilled for the Kr

output socket on the modulator. Holes

and any metal panels on the case, and

are also required for the video output

the 0V rail of the circuit, must be

socket and the mains cable. the latter
should be ﬁtted with a cable clip or
grommet.
The transformer can be mounted
wherever there is room, but it should be
well away from the input circuit and the
A-D convertor. The unit is now ready

earthed.
Details of the input board, power
supply and interwiring will appear in
Part 2. The front panel controls will be

for wiring up and will be described next

shown next month together with a copy

of the prototype artwork which may be
photocopied, placed on the case and
covered with clear self-adhesive vinyl.

month. Remember, any mains
connections should be sleeved for safety

BADGER BOARDS
Printed circuit boards for Amateur Radio, Schools, Colleges
Short Wave Listeners, Clubs, Hobbyist & Industry

OMNI ELECTRONICS

174 Dalkeilh Fload, Edinburgh EH16 SDX - 031 667 2611

The supplier to use if you’re looking for:

A range of Printed Circuit Boards in stock from many of the projects and magazines

PRACTICAL WIRELESS,.SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,
ELEKT OR, HRT. RADIO COMMUNICATION
Kits. Projects and Materials for manufacturing your own boards. Artwork and Plotting from
your own schematic drawings and also CAI) facilities. We supply ONE-OFF prototypes. Phone
between 9.00m and 5.30pm Monday to Frlday for helpful advice and assistance. Club talks
and demonstrations of Printed Circuit Board manufacture. QRP involvement etc.

021 353 9326

A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENT S .
AIMED AT THE HOBBYIST
O COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES O
. MAIL ORDER - generally by .
RETURN OF POST
0 FRIENDLY SERVICE 0
.

87,]!lackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldﬁeld. 374 4JF
(Please mention where you saw this advert)

E

Open: Monday - Thursday 9.15 - 6.00

Friday 9.15 - 5.00 Saturday 9.30 - 5_oo
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SPECIAL OFFER

Ltd

SpiceAge for Windows for £95 incl VAT for a limited period.
We are offering a special version of
SpiceAge for Windows to students and
serious hobbyists. The version will

-

analyse medium sizes of circuits and
may be upgraded to the professional
version for the price difference.

SpiceAge is the program used by
professional circuit designers that lets

you "breadboard" even before you plug
in your soldering iron. It gives you

quiescent

DC

voltages.

frequency

response curves and 'scope-like traces of
your circuit ideas. Imagine how easy it is
to test new components and values without the risk of smoke! SpiceAge has a friendly editor
that lets you tell it what components to put in your circuit and how to connect them. SpiceAge
has a "lab" full of "test equipment" to let you inject signals and "probe" for voltages, currents.
dissipations, dB gains, phase angle. group delay and power consumption.

Requires Windows 3.0 or higher. S.A.E. please for information pack or £5 for demonstration kit.
ACCESS/VISA or cheque with order. Please state disk size. Those Engineers Ltd, Dept Ek03,
31 Birkbeck Road, London NW7 4BP. Tel 081-906 0155. Fax 081-906 0969.

Chris Frost, project leader for IBM talks about the PC Videophone, a joint
venture project by IBM and BT and its impact it will have on our future.
Where Is technology taking us?

any of us are now familiar with
the digital bandwidth
explosion, with the imminent
convergence of telecommunications,

personal computers and television. My
own project know as ‘Coco’ - an
alliance between IBM and ET in the
United Kingdom, is a good example of
this. Awareness of these developments
from a technical viewpoint is no longer
conﬁned to a small band of ‘inner
circle’ standard setters and product
developers. The new products can solve
a growing number of problems in

business and they are laying concrete
plans. not just to install the products, but

to completely reconsider their current
work and travel patterns.
The effect of these changes and
how soon they will be with us, is only
now beginning to be realised. Their

consequences, from a technical, social,
political and environmental viewpoint,

are intriguing. and it is already clear
they can deliver great beneﬁt to society
globally.

Communication Costs
Most of the long haul inter-exchange
routes in the UK are already served with
optical fibre circuits, and this is also
true for most of the popular
international call destination countries.
The arrival of ﬁbre optics makes a
dramatic difference to the costs (though
not yet the prices) of interconnection to
subscribers. For example. in 1960 a
telephone call from London to
Edinburgh occupied for its duration,
over 100 tons of copper strung in wires
alongside the railway line. By
comparison in 1993, a full motion video

conference call between the same two
destinations occupies around 30Kg of
glass ﬁbre. It is very special glass and
whichever way you do the maths, the
true costs are dramatically lower.
Maybe three or four orders of
magnitude lower.
It is the same with infomation
technology (IT). The ever accelerating

performance of componentry allows
near instantaneous compression and
decompression of TV pictures. As a
result. they can be moved from point to
point using far less bandwidth than was
imaginable even as recently as ﬁve
years ago.
Putting these two trends together,
we reach a ‘right angle’ moments when
everything changes at once and we are
obliged to throw a large number of old
assumptions out of the window.

mm

The ‘Coco’ PC Videophone
alliance between IBM and ET in the UK
illustrates this very well. We are
bringing to market a simple add-on kit
that will ﬁt into IBM or IBM compatible
PCs. This amounts to somewhere in excess of 2 million people in the UK
who have recently purchased these
computers.

The kit consists of :-

. A plug-in card supporting BT’s
ISDN.2 service, voice and video

signal compressionldecompression to
CCI'IT standards, and windowing
support to focus the picture into a PC
window.

.

A small but highly quality television
camera.

.
.

A specially designed digital handset.
A plug box for connecting
camcorders, VCR’s, auxiliary
monitor etc.

. Some special software to make it

£661HEIHOLOO

easy to use, so that even senior
executives can intercommunicate
with conﬁdence.
The initial price will be around
£3000, but as volume builds, this will
drop to less than £1,000 within a few
years.
The glory of ISDN.2 is that it uses
the existing telephone wires to your
ofﬁce desk or home, and has coverage
of intended users.
So very soon, people will be able to
‘PC Videophone‘ one another and
engage in direct desktop
videoconferencing, sharing information
simultaneously on their screens. It is as
if they were sitting opposite one another
the same desk.
And that‘s not all. Multiple users
can ‘meet‘ by dialling a hub ‘virtual
conference room’.
Users can access stereo video

services such as the weather forecast.
‘News at Ten’ or Tokyo 2.
Almost every user in every

industry and walk of life has individual
ideas on how we will first use such a
facility. Even now we can generalise
about some of the early and most
pressing applications, for example.
senior and middle management would
‘conference’ on the ‘phone to avoid the
need to take the shuttle train, or join the
queue around the M25.

Access to remote expertise will

give the user information on how to
service a jet engine, ﬁnance his house,
ﬁx his computer software, can dial a

‘help‘ organisation and get immediate
assistance, chargeable or free.

It would change working patterns
and working at home would become
even more convenient.
It is already becoming evident that
these changes will have a great impact
on work and living patterns. Exactly
where the impact will initially be felt is
a matter for debate, and that debate has
already started. Readers may care to
join in and ponder over what aspects of
life there will be winners and losers of
the this technology in the following: ‘

.

Distributed workgroups would

benefit, where a team of engineers.
designers and ﬁnanciers can spread
across multiple organisations and
geographical locations to work together
as if they were co-located on the same

ﬂoor. of the same building.

Large ofﬁce buildings in prime city
sites.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Air travel generally.
Club class air travel.
Motorway construction.
Residential property.
Industrial consultancy.
.
IT and Communication Industry.

When new and powerful
communication tools arrive the end
result is a kind of democracy in action.
Geoff Robinson, who headed IBM‘s
Hursley development laboratory, and is
now advisor to the UH. once observed
that as soon as the number of telephones
per capita in any country exceeded 40
per thousand, then democracy was
inevitable! The recent events in the
former Soviet Union prove this point.
We are about to see a fresh wave of
consumer-driven, marketplace and
_ culture driven change, and I am
convinced the PC Videophone will play
a major part.
Chris Frost is
project leader for the
PC Videophone at
IBM.
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This product... contains. A
scenes of graphic violence
and pure evil which , '
may offend some users

The CD ROM drive bundle that could some you out of
your Wits and priced at £299" will frighten the competition.
Being Philips leading distributor of CD-ROM drives we’ve
taken the Philips CDD462 MPG/Photo CD external CD—ROM
drive and have added two top selling CD packages Lotus 1-2-3
for Windows with multimedia Smart Help and Virgin’s — The
7121‘! Guest (a sound card wit! be needed to play the game properly).

By night you can play the 7th Guest with its full screen video
ghosts and by day you can use Lotus 1-2-3 to help you ﬁgure it

While you may find The 7th Guest a little frightening there’s

no horror stories in installing the Philips CDD462 external
CD-ROM drive. Simply plug the interface card into a spare
slot in your PC, install the driver software, connect the
CDD462 and away you go, it’s as easy as 1-2-3!

" CD Revolution Ltd
21 London Street, Chensey, Surrey KT16 8AP

all out.

Tel: 0932 562000 Fax: 0932 571999

Ens
1% 112133399
Philips CDD462 A workhorse
external CD-ROM drive MPCI
multi-session (Photo CD). Easy

to install with an AT-Bus short
card. Doubles up as an easy to
use CD-Audio player with full
controls. MRP - £349 +VAT

The 7th Guest — assembles a
cast of 23 full screen. full motion
video actors in the world’s ﬁrst
CD Interactive Drama set inside

the haunted hilltop mansion of
twisted toy maker Henry Stauf £60 +VAT

Lotus 123 - One of the world’s

ﬁrst spreadsheets makes an—

co Revolution Audiowave-io
Full 16-bit recordingiplayback

other first with this CD-ROM

gives stereo sound at 44.1KB:

version & Multimedia
Smartl-lelp. The Movie Show &
SmartHelp provides an impressive mix of animation & sound.

at 4W per channel. Complete
with voice recognition, SoundBlaster & Windows Sound compatibility - £129 + VAT

.41! trade marks rewgnisea’. Specy‘ican'oru subject to change without prior notice. * All prices exclude VAT,

Cirkit Distribution Ltd

Park Lane - Broxhoumo - Herﬂordshire - ENIO 7NQ
Toldphoml (0992] 444111 - Fax (0992) 464457

